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Missed one:
Mike Bartlet, lefl, and
Roger Egbert, righI, both
from the physical plant,
~-spray a weed killing
substance on the- grass
ncar the river. With
spring in the air, lind the
trees in bloom, it is time
for unsightly weeds to
bite the dust,
Waddell, Overton plan for next year $cottquits
~~lev:tc;/l~e~~;~elVs ~~I~~~t~~)"~~~y~eIj{t\~~~~r~::~~; ~~~7i~hit~g~a~:~~i~~CO~~I~:~~::~;a~i~ti~~lo~nfOi~I;~~~t~::rr~d~~~: ',il"s'A SBSU
which would establish. stability. "Personal projects; like campus im- run radio station on campus.
The ASBSU budget, which is.writ- provements, get sent to committees," "So many people with good inten- L bb · t
ten by the executive branch and ap- Overton said, which do not have 'any tions are running around waiting for 0 ylS
proved by the senate, "is a tough one, of the projects' supporters sitting on someone to say, 'We're going east,' ..
right now," Waddell said. them. The projects consequently die Overton said, adding that a feasibili-
He explained that the Financial in the committees, he said. ty study would give students some
Advisory Board, which allocates "Instead of the standing commit- direction.
ASBSU funds to student organiza- tees, I'd like to see a constant Waddell and Overton both said
tions, allocated more money than ehangeover .of ad hoc. committees,' 'they will spend the summer working
was originally planned for by the ex- each made up of supporters, form- on' the administration's agenda for
ecutive branch, "so we'll have to go cd for a specific objective," he said. next year.
through and make some cuts." To improve communication with "To keep the organization stable,
"Wc're going to have to keep to a students, "I'd like to haul the whole weshould,as quickly as possible, in-
pretty tight budget next year," he ASBSU, or as many senators as corporate as many of the ideas and
said. The current budget, which does possible, over to Vo-Iech, and hold people (of both sides of the cam-
; notIncorporate any of the FAB's a forum in Vo-Techto talk about V07 paign) as possible into our goals,"
changes, contains a, 15 percent, Tech concerns once before the Overton said ..
across-the-board increase in service semester is over," Overton said. Waddell said his .training, from
awards, Waddell said. He added that .he .would like to outgoing President John Hether-
"In some of the them,' the 15per- hold forums in the College of Health ington, has been helpful.
cent is justified. Some, it's not. We're Science and the College of Business ' "It's impossible for one person to
going to look at each. one in terms nexffall.' do everything," Waddell said, "You
of time and workload, and come up Overton is currently organizing a have to decide what people to send
with a justifiable award," Waddell campus cleanup effort.to take place where."
said. the last Sunday before finals week. "John has taken the time to train
Presidential cabinet appointments "That's going to be the toughest meon all the issues. The president is
will probably be made in two weeks, thing to get off the ground," he said, an ex-officio member of every com-
Waddell said, as soon as the Person- "It' means organizing all the clubs mittee on campus. John has gone
nel Selection Committee finishes and organizations and coordinating through each one and told me about
interviews, publicity." its function and how well it does it,"
Overton, who will preside over the Waddell and Overton agreed that Waddell said.
ASB~U Senate next year, expressed they would like to see ASBSU set up
Perry Waddell and Rick Overton,
who will be swornin as the ASBSU
president and vice president at 4:15
p.m. April 20, recently outlined their
plans for thc 1987-88 ASBSU
administration.
Waddell said administration plans
are divided into two broad categories:
internal and external projects.
"Over the summer, we want to,
start on our lobbying program,"
Waddell said. "We think the split
board is invaluable, and next year its
, tirnewill come."
Other external, projects include
working with the Boise community
to increase its support of BSU
students and activities beyond
aihletics. .
"BSU supports this community
and the community should support
BSU;" Waddell said.
Internal projects include focusing
student awareness of student govern-
ment. "We want to make students
more aware of what ASBSU does,
services ii has to, offer and why it ex-
ists, make the people involved feel it's
a viable entity," Waddell said. .
Internal plans are to establish
tenure in the ASBSUSenale, Wad-'
ASBSU Assistant Lobbyist
Glen Scott resigned last week,
ASBSU President John Hether-
ington said.
Scott had violated the ASBSU
Constitution and Senate Code by
serving as assistant lobbyist and
drawing a monthly service award
while not being registered as a
BSU student, according to multi-
ple sources.
!'I asked for his resignation or
proof that he had registered, and
he chose the former," Hether-
ington said.
He said he did not ask Scott to
make restitution for the money he
had received in service awards.
"I think it would be ridiculous
to ask for restitution. He did the
job, and he did it well," Hether-
ington said.
However, Scott did not receive
a paycheck for the last two weeks
he worked, Hetherington said.
Scott couldnot be reached for
comment at press time.
by Perry Waddell
The University News
allocation and also an increase over means the lottery will have to be
the Gov. Cecil Andrus' recommenda- voted on again in 1988.
tion. Public schools and the Depart- Idaho's drinking age was raised to
ment ofCommerccreceived increases 21, following a federal mandate that
or' 9 percent and 186 percent, threatened to cut off 10 percent of
respectively.' the' state's federal highway funds.
Andrus' recommendation to repeal " Phone deregulation passed, but was
the Investment Tax Credit to create vetoed by Andrus. Its sponsors began
the revenue for the budget increases, working for passage next year. '
however, was not successful, and Day care regulation was passed,
legislators said it would be a negative but it was skeletal compared to last
signal to send to the business year's bill, and changes and additions
community. will probably surface for years to
To create the revenue, they passed come, according io Rep, Jeanne
an income tax raise, made the 5 per- Givens (D-Couer d'Alene).
.cent sales tax permanent, and Also this session.hazardous waste
doubled the cigarette tax;, The pro- legislation was passed, along with a
posed fuel tax increase failed, leav- bill that exempts food stamps from
ing Idaho's road repair plans in sales tax, following a federal
doubt. mandate.
ment to the Idaho constitution which
would allow a state lottery. This
ASBSU
bills fall
to 'pass
in session
The 49th Idaho state' Legislature
wrapped' up an 80-day session, this
month, the sixth longest in history.
The legislature tackled many key
issues that had been a problem in the
past, and many legislators were call-
ing it the most productive session in
memory.
Legislation lobbied for byASBSU,
bills, to split the State Board of
Education and put a student member
on the resulting higher education
board, both failed.
The' Senate bill to split the board,
however, failed by a small margin on
on-the-state-board bill died in
committee.
, Higher education received a, 12
pereent increase over last year's
nesoiaand is presently on a sab-
baticaIdoing research on "How
Gender Expectations of Family and
Work Differ." She has addressed
many meetings on women's issues as
well as making several television
appearances.
Her community and professional
activities include serving as president
of IPA from 1980783, academic con-
sultant for the .Rural Women's
History Project and the Executive
Board of the United Way, 1982-85.
2 To .T:liePOINT
BSU students. All players must be at
least 18 years old.
For entry or rule information, con-
tact Terry Spitzer, at the intramurals
office, 385-1131.
highlighted by information on' en-
trepreneurial methods, education and
. survival skills for employment.
America's "No. Icleaning expert,"
Don Aslett, author of WhoSays It's
a Woman's Job to Clean?,will deliver
the keynote speech at the conference
banquet April 22.
For further information about
conference activities, contact" the
BSU Southwest Center for New
Directions in the Adult Learning
Center, 385-3278 or 385-8681.
For your
information:
SIGI PLUS combines the
capabilities of the computer with in-
, formation about occupations, values,
interests, skills, educational pro-
grams. and more.
The system is available 10 students
at no charge through the Office of
Career Planning and Placement or
the Counseling and Testing Center,
by appointment only,
BSU professor Dr.
Wyl1a D. Barsness was recently
honored by the Idaho Psychological
Association with the John Cambareri
Award for Excel1ence in Psychology.
The Cambareri Award each year
recognizes an Idaho psychologist for
outstanding accomplishments and/or
contributions to psychology. In an-
nouncing the award" Dr. Susan
Hayden Sherlock, President of IPA,
noted Barsness' many contributions
through teaching and research.
Barsness has been a psychology
professor at BSU since 1968. She
earned her doctorate in child
psychology at-the University of Min-
A·three-day seminar,
aimed at improving the skills of those
already familiar with the basic opera-
'tion of, personal microcomputers,
will be offered by the BSU col1ege of
Business April 27, 29 and 30,from
7-9:30 p.m.' in room 209 of the
Business Building;-
Topics to be covered include ad-
vanced DOS commands; subdirec-
tories and paths; interfacing hard-
ward. software and users;
nomenclature and "tcchnobabble";
anti simple troubleshooting and
maintenance.
The fee for the seminar is $125; ad-
vauccd registration is required and
Visa and Mastercard are accepted.
For more information, contact Mary
Smith at 385-1125.
"The World) Largest
Yard Sale," an, annual fund-raising
event sponsored by BSU's school of
Vocational Education, will be held
April 24, from lO.a.m. to 7 p.m., and
April 25, from 10 a.m, to 6 p.m.cin
the southeast corner of Bronco
stadium parking lot.
A. wide assortment of
refreshments, food, and games. will
be provided at the sale, as well as live
broadcasting by KJOT FM.
Anyone interested in donating
items should phone 385-1144.
,The BSU women's
volleyball team is hosting a
men's doubles volleyball tournament,
April 25, at 9 a.rn., in the Old Gym.
The tournament isopen to all in-
terested players. There will be novice
and power divisions. Entry fees are
$5 for non-BSU students, $3 for part- .
time students, and free for full-time
.. .
'police' record:.
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Capital
The National Displaced
Homemaker Network conference for
region will be conducted April 22-24
'in the SUB.
"Serving Rural Populations" will
feature guest speakers, workshops
and other activities aimed at helping
displaced homemakers and single
parents in (ural areas enter the job
market.
Con Ference events will be
04-08-8712:00 p.m,
04-08-8712:50 p.m. '
04-08-87/4:40 p.m,
04-12-8712:13 u.m.
Grand theft
Burglary (vehicle)
8nrglar,'-second degree
Carr~'inJ( a concealed weapon,
drh'ing with invalid license,
driving under the influence
- I)ela~'ing and uhstructing an
o [ficer
No insurance, driving under
the influence. drh'inJ( wilh in-
valid license
ncar tennis
courts, IlSU
Iloise ,I<
Broadway
Choosing career goals
through the use of a sophisticated
computerized guidance and inforrna-
t ion system is now possible for BSU
st udcnts.
The flexible, comprehensive career
)!l1idan~c syslcm, called SIGI PLUS.
is new 10 BSU's Career Planning and
Placement Office and Counseling
and Testing Center,
04-14·87/2:35 u.m.
04-12-87/3:3111•m•
OurConstitution
wasbomoutofa GlC9phony
ofcompenngvOlces.
But today the freedom of
speech that remains the hallmark
of our C;nstitution may be '
threatened,
The NAAAF Essay Contest is
designed to emphasize the impor-
tance of free speech and open
debate in a vital area,
In his best-selling book, They
Dare to Speak Out: Peopk and
Institutions Confront Israel's
Lobby, former Congressman Paul
Findley sounds an alarm: "It is dear
OWl mallY Americans do notJeel they
Ultl spea hfreely On one of the most
((1mplicaled and challenging current
issues: The Arab-Israeli dispute."
Ishe right?Whatdoyou think?
Full time college and univer- 17875igningoItlteConstilution. eorge Was ingron !'resi ing. by Howqr C Ian IT risly
sity students are invited to subr:nit a critical essay of 2,500 words or less r Pkas~sc;;-d ~c;;mpTcte~uidclirics ~d--'
on the subject "The DevelClpment of American Middle East Policy: Is 1 cntry fonns. I
Free Speech Threatened?" : I
There will be 200 regional winners of $1,000 each and 10 national 1 ~'nY :
winners of an additional $4,000 each, I Coll,~,mUni""il' 1
The contest is sponsored by the-NAAA Foundation, acharitable 1 1I Major cia'"
\1r~ani:ation which carriesoiit educational programs on Middle East 1 I
~uhiel.ts. ' ' , I C.mpu.Add"". 1
, . Te!e\'ision Gommentator Tom Braden serves~.s Honorary Chairman 1 :
l1tthe ::-'elcctionCommittee, Dis,tinguislled columnist Carl Rowan is 1 1
,\\\'ards Chairman. I llonYAad",. I
Send us the coupon for details anc;ientry forms: : Send to:NAAA Foundation,P,O. Box 19144, 1
Fntril's must he p\15tmarke9 by May 31, 1987. ", L ~s~g~n,~c ':0026 _ _ __ ~
TheNAAAFoundationFssayContest
Cmnrncmorating the Anniversary of the Constitution • 200 Years • 200 Winners
This year the cost of a
firewood permit has been increased
to $5 per cord with a $10 minimum.
That is up from $2.50 per cord with
a $10 minimum which was the per-
mit fee last year.
According to Jack Lavin, Boise
National Forest Supervisor, it has
been four years since the forest has
increased its firewood permit fees,
Lavin stated, "We needed to increase
the fees to ensure that we could con-
tinue to make firewood available to
the public.' Seventy-five percent of
fees go to administering the program.
By that I mean keeping offices open
. on weekends so people can get a per-.
mit on Saturday and at some offices
on Sunday as well, maintaining roads
suitable for passenger vehicles, mark-
ing CUlling areas, providing access to
slash piles after the closure of a
timber sale, and other innovative
ways to increase the availability of
firewood ."
The increase in fees will also allow
the forest to set up additional areas,
which have not been easily accessi-
ble before, for firewood CUllers, Lavin
said.
Applicat ions Being
Accepted For
Advert ising Sales
People
An: I'OU all' auurcvsive vel 1"'1 a rt CI
whocniov l,G~l1kll\!in\! work and
the fill,;n~'ial rCl\al'll, lilal uo wuh
it'! II' so. a career ill IlI'l~adCaSI
SakI may he for 'lHI. \\'~ arc cur-
rcuilv 'cl'~ill~ cm huviuvtiv mcu
and women intcrc-tcd in ioininu
Ih,i,,", he-r radio 'ak, tca'ill. F,-·
pl'ri~lIce is 1101 rcquircd. Pkasl'
'cnd re'nille' 10: '
I~riall Itlll1l SaIL' ... \I;tlla~l"
10;,1 il,-IUdi"
P,O, B", (,.1
Bpi,,\.', III x.nU7
kinko's'
615 S. Capito! Blvd.
342-7995
Great copies. creat people.
Term Paper Due?
Use Our
Word Processors
And Laser Jet
Printer
Quiet, Private
Work Stations
No Waiting
PC Tyme
336·1631
1226 Broadway
Student Discounts
To THE POINT 3
For your
.intormetion:
Greg Kaltenecker, a
BSU senior studying biology, has.
received the Ted Trueblood Sports-
man Scholarship for his work with
the Nature Conservancy's Natural
Heritage Program.
The $200 scholarship is awarded to
students working in outdoor studies
or environmental issues. Kaltenecker,
a graduate of Capital High School,
has been mapping sitings of rare and
endangered species in Idaho, notably
the wolverine. The' locations of
wolverine sitings are plotted on maps
by Kaltenecker, revealing habitat and
distribution ranges of the large
weasels. This information is used by
land management agencies in
developing plans for regions harbor-
ing rare and endangered plants and
animals.
The scholarship is in honor of the
late Ted Trueblood, a nationally.
renowned outdoor writer and conser-
vationist froom Nampa.
The U.S. Army Material
Command is offering a new
outstanding scholar program for col-
lege students. Regardless of major or
degree, individuals who will (or have)
graduated with a 3:5 OPA, or are
within the top 10 percent of their
graduating class, are eligible for this
program.
If selected, individuals will receive
direct Federal Civil Service appoint-
ments and two years of formal/infor-
mal training. Mobility is a
requirement.
Interested students who meet the
desired academic criteria should con-
tact the Career Planning and Place-
ment Office in Room 123 of the Ad-
ministration Building for applica-
tions and more information.
Nominations for the
1987 Silver Medallion Awards are
now being accepted by the BSU
President's Office.
The medallion may be given to
persons in the following categories:
a faculty or staff member whose per-
formance is outstanding or who has
made a significant accomplishment;
a student who has a record of high
academic performance or significant
achievement; a citizen who has made
meaningful contributions to the
university; an alumnus who should
be recognized for exceptional perfor-
mance or achievement.
Nominations for people in any of
the categories should be received in
the President's Office by May 4. Let-
ters should provide specific details to
support the nomination.
1400 Broadway .:Jl.. '. New Hours
343-8999 /:' ~~~r ;:
E~~' .~.';:?.~6'~ Sun 10-3
w...eM~/d3(J{J)Il~
TANNING SAlDN
Featuring the 'Wolff System
Out Of Control
"Spring Special"
16 Sessions $39
Goodl"hrough April' 30~h
Who: Everyone 19 and over
What: BSU Nlqht
When: Every Thursday Night
8 p.m. til closing
Where: ~
Why: To Fight Inflation
With: Well Drinks $1.75
64'oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
1/2 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9-Closing
Food and Drink Specials Nv:n- Sat.
No Cover ChqIgee
Across Fran hom BSUon Capitol .Blvd.
336 - 7745 .
. .
Promoting the image
of nurses as individuals and nursing
as .a profession is the topic of a
workshop to beheld May 4, as part
of the College of Health Science
Continuing Nursing Education
Program.
Participants will discuss the topics
of self-esteem and power, with the
ultimate objective of improving
communication with clients and
colleagues.
Pre-registration must be .receivcd
by April 27. Any registrations receiv-
ed after that date will be charges an
additional $10. Participants can
receive one continuing education ap-
proval recognition point per hour, or
six contact hours for nurse
practitioners;
The class will be held from 8:30
a.m, to 4:30 p.m. in the McCleary
Auditorium of SI. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center. The cost is
$50 for registrants from non-member
agencies, $10 for students and
retirees, and $1 for employes of sup- _
porting agencies.
The seminar is being presented in
cooperation with SI: Alphonsus, St.
Luke's, West Valley, Mercy and
Veterans Administration medical
centers, and the Area Health
Consortium.
for more information, contact the
BSU College of Health Science at
385-1195.
$chola.·rs.hip$";i$~til··I~t,pe~rl..
"'0 : ". ,,' . -;_. ,,' :':. '-,", ',," I ...•. ', .• ' :.
Chemistry, committedt~the field
of Water "Iechrrelogy, Applicant
must be acceptedorcurre~tIy
enrolled in good standing as a stus
dent in an accredited institution;
Mustishow need' for financial
assistance.' Deadline is. April30.
Submit application, grade
transcripts, and 250 wordrmr-
rative .of qualifications .lind in-
teres! in watertechnology Obtain
application by writing: The
Engineers' Society of Western'
•Pennsylvania; William 0 Penn
Hotel, 530 William Penn Place,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219.
$SOO---Herman Oscar Schu-
macher Scholarship fund; ap-
plicants rnust be men, residents
of Spokane County, in needof
financial assistance, and have
already completed one year' of
college. Sponsors are looking for
applicants-whojire "Christian.
and loyal to principles of
democracy, and support the Con-
stitution of the United States:"
Deadline is October I. Send ap-
plication, grade transcript and
verfifcation of full-time enroll- .
men! to: Trust .Department,
Washington Trust Bank, P.O. Box
2127, Spokane, WA 99210.
QUESTION #2.
,
i
\
!
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CAN THE BUDGET·CONSCIOUS.
COLLEGESTUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T'sweekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don't buy textbooks when_"Monarch Notes" will do
iustfine.
c) Save 38% off AT&T'sweekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.
d) Counton AT&Tfor exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible. . .
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&r Lon Distance Service is the ri ht choice for you.
. ~ AT&r 0 ers so many' ITI ICva ues. orexamp e, you
~
. ca.n save over 50% off AT&r's day rate o.n calls during
,( weekends until 5 pm Sund~. ' andfrom 11 pm
~
., " -.l to 8 am, Sunday throu.gh friday.
~. " Call between 5 pm and 11 pm, . '
. . ~. Sunday throughFriday, and you'll save 38% .1J' '; off our day rate. .
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&!' gives you
immediate credit.if you do. And of course, you can count on
AWr for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can help saVeyou money,
. give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have tollang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, a~ --'. r~~-~-~~~~{.,~
. .~.
AlIaT
The right choice, ~
4Speaker Lake full of 'hot air.
Freelance journalist Peter Lake's speech in the SUB Ballroom April 14 was
dismal at best '
He was speaking on a subject of extreme local interest, white supremacists,
and the hype surrounding him promised much, but he delivered little. Advcr-,
t isernents touted Lake, presented by the Student Programs Board, as an in-
filtrator into The Order.
During the early 1980s, some members of northern Idaho's Aryan Nations
felt the group talked more than acted to bring racial change. Therefore, they
formed The Order, and allegedly begana counterfeiting operation, robbed
banks and armored-cars, and bombed buildings to form diversions during the"
robberies. These crimes were to provide a monetary base for their activities.
If this was the group Lake had contact with, he was sure to have fascinating
information 'to share. After all, he was in the Aryan Nation compound
November, 1983 through January, 1984, in the midst of Order activity. But
he gave an overview of the Aryan Nations and their beliefs, and little else.
If The Order planned any violent activity while Lake was there, either he was
not privy to their schemes or did not reveal them to his BSU audience.
More troubling than that, was Lake's disregard for the principles of jour-
nalism. That field calls for facts to support allegations. Lake made many
charges, but failed to offer support.for them. Lake accused, by name, three
men of killing Denver radio talk-show host Alan Berg. Berg was an outspoken
critic of the neo-Nazi movement-and a Jew. He was murdered June 18, 1984,
shot 35 times at close range.
Lake did not, however, reveal his source of information. Did these men tell
Lake they murdered Berg? No one has ever been charged with a crime, but
Lake seems to know more than Denver law enforcement authorities-or wants
us to think so. '
Lake also said he believes several of the national leaders of the neo-Nazi
movement will be indicted soon for plotting to overthrow the U.S. government
Again, he did not reveal his reasoning. Finally, Lake warned his audience: "I
think this will be a crucial summer," and once more did not offer any
explanation.
If Lake had been offered to us as a person giving a background of the Aryan
Nations, his speech might have been acceptable. But, for someone with sup-
posed inside information, Lake failed miserably.
-John Sowell
Let's be civil on May 17
I've been asking people about the commencement game lately. After all,
I want to know what I'm in for when I put on that robe and put myself into
the hands of the graduate evaluators for three hours.
The more I talk to people, the more filled with wonder I become-not
because the ceremony is going to be awe-inspiring, solemn or a final, incred-
ible highlight to my educational experience-but because many of the people
I talk to refer to the event as a "prelude to the party" and have observed
that the graduates act accordingly. .
The word "rude" has come up often in conversations concerning past com-
mencements. People talk during keynote speeches; Blowairhorns when their
friends or relatives receive diplomas; and generally behave asthough three
hours of sitting, marching and listening is beyond their scope of endurance.
, Yeah', three hours is along time-but not impossibly long-and those of
us who would not only be interested 'in what the podium people have to say~
but interested in showing at least a semblance of civility to the public, would
appreciate better manners than have been displayed in the past.
I'm usually the first one to metaphorically stick out my tongue at anything
for which I have the least contempt. But, Biblicisms aside, there is a time
for all things, reaping, sowing, sticking-out-of-tongues-and courtesy, The last,
I hope. will be the key word on May 17.
-Edith Decker
rile l 'nivcrsity S('II'S publishes weekly on Mondays during thc fall and spring
"·I11,·,I,'rs, The paper distributes 11,000 copies on and off campus. The newspaper
i' an ,',.-!usi,dy student-runorganization. The newspaper's faculty adviser is Daniel
\h'rri,. Comment», questions or letters to the cditorcan be mailed to: The Unlver-
vit v \,"\'\. Boi-eSuuc ttnivcrsttv, 1910 UniversityDrive, Boise, Idaho,.83725.
(1m ,'fi"i,'l" arc located at Ili03': Univcrsitv Drive, across from the Student Union
Bnildin!=. llnfJ'l1l'ne is t:!()ll) 3.l5-8:!<W. Thc yearly subscription price is $15.
~UNIVERSITY NEWS
The University Neil'S staff: Editor in Chief, Edith L. Decker; Neivs Editor, Karen
Karnmann: Production Editor, Steve F. Lyon; Copy Editors, Becky Carrier, Valerie
\lcad:ElI1crtailll1lcllt Editor, judith Hagan; Briefs Editor, Sheri Crook; Sports
t:diwr. Christopher Walton; Layout Chief, Kirstin Marie Allen; Photo Chief, Chris
BUller.
Ad ,\tallag('r.Donna Pfeiffer; BusinessManager, Rick Bollum; Secretary, Kimberly
Calvert: Distributor. Fred Bartel; Ad Sales, Rick Fox, David Kirkham, Mark Pasta.
Ptunographers. Brian Becker. John Sowell; Layout Crew, Cary Driskell, David
Kirkham: Tvncsctters, Lynne Mulick, Lisa Sorensen; Cartoonists, Dawn Davis,
l'aul,lIart,
Ref'.vrter". Grant Amaral. Mary Collins, Kathleen Cressler, Clark Hunter, Tim
John-roue. \lichacl .L'Knapp, Tam Mowbray, Donna Pfeiffer, Judy Pittman,
~al1':y Reid, John Reusser. John Sowell, Perry Waddell.
OPINION
THE VIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT
Don't take no for an answer
the instructor with whom you have the pro-
blem. Make every reasonable effort to come
to a solution. When you have satisfied
yourself that you have done just that, and no
solution seems attainable, move up.
Go to the department chair. Present your
problem rationally and fairly. You probably
will get satisfaction. However, if you don't,
if you still feel you have been treated unfair-
ly, go to the Academic Grievance Board.
The board is a group of students and facul-
ty who serve for no other reason than to listen
to cases like yours. They will hear you out,
deliberate the case and render a decision.
They will hear complaints ranging from an
unfair grade to academic sexual harrassment.
The mostimportant thing you can do is
not give in. If you feel your grievance is a just
one, don't lef anyone scare you into backing
down. If you don't get satisfaction from your
professor, do not leave it there. Pursue it as
far as you have to-even all the way to the
Stale Board of Education, if necessary. You'll
be solving your own problem and perhaps
preventing a recurrence of it for future
students.
BSUwastes' precious water
. vital natural resource. It is water, And since
we are an agriculture-based economy, our
future depends on it.
Not only am I disappointed by the situa-
lion at BSU, I amembarassed. A public in-
stitution, and particularly a public institution
of higher learning (filled with scholars and
activists), should set a standard for the com-
munity, not provide a bad example. I implore
the university to, put an end to this illogical.
waste.
Andrea Jackson
BSU Student
"The student press must provide an open
forum for unfettered expression of opinion,
including those opinions differing from
editorial policy."
"It is the responsibility of the student press
to maintain the highest degree of accuracy,
and must not misrepresent the opinions or
actions of individuals or groups. The
freedom of'the student press must not be
abridged by confiscation of issues or
facilities, suspension' of publication,
academic, personal or financial sanctions, ar-
bitrary removal of staff members, or threats
of. these actions."
,LETTERS POLICY
by Karen Kammann
The University News
We've all had hateful classes from hateful
instructors-for example, I remember one
professor who thought he was so funny he
wrote his jokes on the board. But he didn't
really encourage class discussions. You know
the kind; you've taken classes like that before.
But, God willing, you've never taken a
course from an actively vicious instructor: the
kind who grades unfairly; makes passes at
students (sometimes in trade for grades);
discriminates against students because of sex.
race, personality, politics, or whatever; won't
ever discuss or reconsider a grade; and/or
fails to be available to students.
Most of you never will have such' an in-
structor. But they do exist-everywhere-
and, since they teach, it seems likely some of
you will take classes from them ..A lot of peo-
ple just grin and bear it (or complain and
bear it) while suffering from a lot of stress
and maybe watching their GPAs go downhill
because of unfair grading.
Bearing it is not the answer. Doing
something about it is. Talk, first of all, with
LETTERS
Editor, The University News;
Just this past week (April 12-19),
Washington County' declared itself in a state
of national emergency in order to procure
federal funds and other counties are expected
to follow.
It is only April, and we are in the midst of
a drought. Yet despite this fact, it is inevitable
that on my daily strolls through the BSU
campus, I will find at least one (and usually
several) neglected sprinklers. OftenI observe
these sprinklers left on for hours-saturating
the ground well beyond its limit, creating
puddles and runoff of a precious commodity.
It is not petroleum or gas that is our most
Letters to, the editor should be typed,
double-spaced a\ld no longer than 500 words.
The letters must be signed and a telephone
number provided for our verification
procedures: .
The University News reserves the right to
e.dit .letters for spelling, gramniar, pnnctua-
non, length and libelous or offensive content.
The editorial staff at The University News
agrees with the USSPA Code of Ethics.
Among the provisions of the 'code are:
"Freedom of expression and debate by means
of a free and vigorous student press is essen-
tial to the effectiveness of an educational
community in a democratic society."
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Spent months with Aryan Nations
Hate now focuses on Jews'
by John SOIVcll
'.The University News
DespitF'~'20\'c~trei:JUytjon in the
nun~bc'r',,:of" American> white
suptctnifcists, those w,ho relnaln,are
, de.tC,frll!~e<t to dd;,sQsle\i ..or'iaces
JI1cYcq!lsi~er i~(~ri~r.a,d6rdin~i~
aman who,spe.nttNcem?nths inside
!pne offthesc:organiilm9ns.~ ':"
::.\In the:196Q·s,·>tlie~"w.¢re o\re~
'2.0\1,OOOpl~1.\lticr~<;~f tl)~::.I}u. I<;lu~
KIl,Ul ?1()ne,{('eela~cejourl1idistRekr
Cake, .•IJl1.'leiilic".'Y,l.\.tchfut,chUf,an
Ada,piunty Sheriffs depl!t'Yi.told a
crowd oL·,150-200.at't!:le" SUB
BallrooITIA~r(t'J4:L' '
Lake said therearc now fewer than
10,000 members in all the nationwide
groups combined.
, Arter posing as a group syrn-
pat hizer, Lake spent November, 1983
through January, 1984 looking at the
inner workings of Richard Butler's'
Church of Jesus Christ-Christian.
That group.rpopularly known as
the Aryan Nations, is located just
outside Hayden Lake in northern
Idaho, four miles north of Coeur
d'Alene.
Lake said the current members of
racist groups arc more militant in
their beliefs than those who provid-
ed the numbers 20 years ago.
"These people aren't screwing
around," Lake said. "'They may be
wacko, but they do believe in what
they're doing."
Lake provided the audience with
examples of crimes committed by
The Order, a violent offshoot of the
Aryan Nations.
That group ran a counterfeiting
operation, robbed banks and ar-
mored cars, bombed buildings, and
was responsible for the shooting
death of Denver talk-show host Alan
Berg, Lake said.
Berg raised the ire of white
supremacists, Lake said, because "he
would confront the nco-Nazis direct-
ly. He was a real thorn in their side."
Berg, a Jew, was shot 35 times as
he got out of his car at his home on
June 18, i984.
No one has ever been arrested for
Berg's murder, due to a lack of
evidence, but the investigation has
continued. Lake said he believes
sometime in the next few months a
grand jury, seated to hear testimony
in the case, will bring indictments
against those responsible.
Lake claimed the racist activities of
the Aryan Nations are not aimed so
much at blacks, as in the past, but
arc now focussed on Jews.
"They have lost the fight to
segregation, and I think they realize
that battle is over, "Lake said. "They
don't blame blacks for being "lack
anymore, they blame it on the Jews."
According to Lake, Jews are only
above race traitors on the Aryan Na-
tions order of human existence. Race
traitors were described as people who
fraternize-sexually or socially-with
,blacks, or people, 'who in the eyes of
the group, betray their race.
Nordics, blond-haired and blue-
eyed, top the white supremacists' list
of races;' Lake said there \vere hone
of them at Hayden Lake. Next arc
Aryans, followed by "mud people;'
which include most of the non-white
races. Below that arc the Jews.
Lake said that, in the future, he
believes leaders of hate I\roups such
as the Aryan Nations will take on less
importance. He said they will provide
the inspiration, but will leave the
planning and execution of activities
to the membership. Saw firsthand:
Chris Buller I University News
Peter Luke listens 10 II reporter's
questions during a press con:'. renee.
Report recommends some changes at SPB
h)' Sheri Crook
The University Neil'S
ASBSU President John Hether-
ington recentlyreceived a report from
the ad hoc committee which was
designed to study the structure of the
"Student Programs Board and make
recommended changes to "enable the
board to function more efficiently,"
Hetherington said.
Hethcrington said the senate
decided to make some changes in
SPB last year, with intentions for the
study to take place before any
changes occurred.
"We wanted to look into the types
of programming and how the board
was functioning financial-
,ly...basically how it was being run,
internally and externally," Hether-
ington said. '
Acccrdingto the report, thc ma-
jor changes within SPB will deal with
committee structure, the budget, and
wider campus involvement.
The report states that SPB will
establish three new committee
chairmcn; a comedy chairman, a fine
arts chairman, and a contemporary
, a'nd foreign/classical films chairman.
According to SPB Director Karen
Canfield, the changes will bring in a
wider variety of art, classical music,
and "avant garde" films.
The report states that SPB will
gain better skills in developing and
managing a budget, and, through the
planning of a program of activities,
students and staff will learn about
the allocations of resources, negotia-
tion, and all other important aspects
of financial management.
According to the report, "past
decisions have been made without
sensitivity to needs regarding needs
for programming for SPB." The
report.recommends that the expand-
cd structure in new program areas be'
funded to reflect .adequatcly the
quality of. programs at current
market costs.
Hetherington said he is recommen-
ding that funding for SPB bc increas-
ed from $60,000 to $80,000. "Fun-
ding changes every year," he said,
and this year will depend on "the
mood of the senate and the mood of
the president."
Another change the report recom-
mended was that SPB bccome more
involved with Homecoming week.
The report suggests that,
"Homecoming should be a campus-
ASBSU gives bucks
,for special fountain
'by John Rcusscr
The Unil'ersity Neil'S
ASBSU has donated $480 to pur-
chase aspecial drinking fountain for
the disabled as part of the Special
Needs ActivityArea being developed
in Julia Davis Park. '
The senate was approached by a
communication lab group involved in
raising funds for the area as part of
a lab projeet'to "find a social prob-
lem and solve it," according to com-
, munication major Katy Keys.
Legislation requesting the funds
for the fountain was introduced by
fornier ASBSU Sen. Kurt Leatham,
(now graduated) on March 16 and,
passed by a 13-0 roll call vote,
ASBSU Sen. Jeff Stoppenhagen said.
ASBSU was approached because
the' university's proximity Jo the
I .
I·
park, which will be located across the
footbridge from campus, will make
it readily' available to disabled
students, Keys said.
According to Jack Cooper, direc-
tor of the Boise Parks Department,
the area will be 280 by 150 feet in size
and will include a specially adapted
half-court basketball area, picnic
tflbles, sand boxes and land forms
that enable people i~ wheelchairs to
sit on the grass.
All of the equipment in the area
will have a cushioned surface under
and around it.
The cushioned surfaces and the
land forms are to be completed in
August as part of the two-year pro-
ject, Cooper said.
According to Sioppenhagen, the
senate expects the fountain to be in-
stalled by about May I.
, wide committee under the direction
of SPB," and further states that
"SPB will have two committee
members on Homecoming
Committee. "
To enhance this involvement, SPB
will, according to the report, "pro-
vide the opportunity for. volunteer
participation and contribution."
The report said this tradition of in-
volvcrncnt in the past has "enriched
the campus while preparing students
for a lifetime of active contribution
and support of their communities."
Before the study took place, some
',.
"individual conclusions were con-
cocted" within SPB as to why it was
"singled out" for the study, Hether-
ington said.
"I sent out memos saying that I
was not trying to pick on in-
dividuals," he said. "The purpose
was to enhance the programming
that we do."
Hetherington said the process .for
the study was carefully planned. He
said the senate held two hearings a
week, giving students the opportuni-
ty to voice their opinions about SPB's
future.
"In the end, SPB and the ad hoc
committee came together to put out
'an effective report," he said. "I was
happy with the results."
Can field said she was also pleas-
ed with the. report; "overall." She
said she thought the ad hoc com-
mitce worked well with SPB to pro,
duce it. "There will be some positive
changes in the fut'ure," she said. "I
am pleased that the program base
will be expanded."
The report will be used as a
"guideline, not as rule, but for dircc-
tion," Hetherington said.
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR
FOOD, FUN, LIVE MUSIC
C'mon. Make my Day!
Wednesday, April 29
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
in the Quad Area'
between the Library and Business Buildings
sponsored by the Student Activities Office
Reserve a space for your group now!
Reservation. forms available in the
Student Activities Office, SUB-205
For more information, call 385·1223
2
BSU has been "very good;' Farn-
sworth said. Key signatories include
Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus, Lt. Gov.
CI. "Butch" Otter, BSU President
John Keiser and ASBSU President
John Hetherington.
Farnsworth said a booth will be set
up this week at the northeast corner
of the SUB to gather signatures. Any
students interested in circulating a
petition can obtain a copy by calling
the Senate Office at 385-[292. ,
C.AMPusNEWS
BSU's administration plans to pur-
chase Campus Elementary School
"as soon as we can," BSU President
John Keiser said.
According to Keiser, the purchase
will give the School of Social Science
and Public Affairs its own building
and other BSU agencies the- space
currently being used by that school.
"We do very much need the
space, "Keiser said.
Currently, the School-of Social
Science and Public Affairs has of-
fices in the Library, the Adminstra-
tion Building, the Education
Building and the Communlcation
Building. .
Keiser said moving the School of
Social Science and Public Affairs in-
to one central location will make ad-
ministration within the school more
efficient.
BSU currently owns the land on
which the school is built, but the
Boise School District owns the
building, Keiser said.
He said this plan has been in the
works for a couple of years, but' will
not materialize for a couple more.
Before BSU can obtain the
building, the State Board of Educa-
tion must approve the transaction,
and the legislature must appropriate
funds to BSU for the pruchase.
Also, the Boise School District
ding to Brown.
Other universities across the coun-
try are sponsoring similar actions. At
Memphis State University, the stu-
dent body is distributing pre-printed
postcards stating opposition to the
proposed education cuts and ad-
dressed to the president and members
of .Congrcss,
The Pennsylvania State Universi-
ty student government is circulating
petitions. similar to those at BSlJ.
Theresponse to the petitions at
Selland accepts job
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
Purchase of school wiUgain'neededspace'
- . , by Michael J. Knapp must agree to sell the building, which
The University News has already happened "in principle,"
Keiser said.
According to Dick Kuntz, director
of elementary education for Boise
schools, a number of obstacles must
be overcome before the school
district can surrender the school. He
said the district must take a census,
determine a new site, hire an ar-
chitect, obtain funds from the com-
munity, then build a new school.
Because of these factors, the
school district probably will not be
ready to sell the school until "into the
'90s," Kuntz said.
In the meantime, Campus Elcmen- .
tary School is suffering a decreased
enrollment because of its location
away from residential areas.
Kuntz said the new school "can be'
much better located to serve a larger
portion of the school population."
He also said the school is not on
the approved list of Idaho elementary
schools, due to its inadequate play
area.
While most elementary schools are
placed on IO-acre lots, Campus
Elementary School only has a one-
and-a-half acre lot. The new school
would be built on a larger lot.
According to Keiser, the school is
in a dangerous location, due to the
traffic 'on University Drive and the
two driveways on either side of the
school.
Studentsprotesta.id cu ts with petltlons
New addition?:
"
BrIan Becker I Unlvers/ly News
Plans arc in the works for BSU to buy Campus Elementary sometime in the
future. BSU already owns the one-and-a-half acre lot the school sits on,
Dr. 'Larry Selland, Dean of
Vocational-Technical Education, has
just been appointed acting executive
vice president for one year, beginn-
ing July I.
Selland said, "My familiarity with
the State Board of Education had
somethingrn do with it (his being
appointed): "
Also, in a letter to the BSU com'
munity, BSU President John Keiser
further explained his reasons for ap-
pointing Selland. "(He) has assum-
ed emergency administrative respon-
sibilities on a statewide basis ...:~and
' "he has been elected to a number of
national offices in his field:' itsaid.
Another . reason, according to
Keiser, is that Selland "has an assis-
tant dean who can take care of work
in his absence."
One of the main reasons the search
for a new cxecut ivc vice president was
unsuccessful, according to Keiser, is
that, after a nation-wide search, no
no consensus was reached. Also, 01:
Richard Bullington, who has oc-
cupied the position for 20 years is, ac-
cording to Keiser, "a rough act to
follow."
Bullington will become Vice Presi-
dent for Information Extension on
July I:
Selland accepted the position
because he can "serve in a broader
'capacity-become more familiar,
work more closely to those within
leadership positions, faculty,ad-
ministration, plus I feel I might have
'something to 'offer with my past ex-
perience with the SBOE," he said.
Selland also said he felt that
"someone from the outside will take
one year to become familiar with it."
As executive vice president, Selland
said some of his duties will be "to
provide leadership for academic pro-
grams oncampus.' He added that
"the president might assign work,
too." Another duty Selland might
have, he said, is to "work very closely
with the Deans of various colleges.','
After, the term, Selland said he
plans to return to being a dean. "(I)
don't intend to be a caretaker, (I) in-
tend to get involved in university rela-
tions," he said.
He also said, "One thing I look
, forward to is working more closely
with Dr. Keiser, administrators;
deans, faculty leadership and student
leadership, striving for quality in pro-
grams, strive to making the univer-
sity more responsive to the communi-
ty and the state."
h~ Grant Amaral
The University Neil'S
Vice President-elect Rick Overton in-
tend to present the signed petitions
to the Idaho Congressional delega-
tion in the hope that they will seethe
support and need for higher educa-
tion in Idaho.
"We would like to get as niany
signatures as possible," Farnsworth
said. The ultimate goal of the peti-
tion drive is to get the federal govern-
ment to fund higher education ade-
quately, he said.
According to Farnsworth, the pro-
posed federal education cuts include
elimination of 37 education pro-
grams, elimination of all funding for
vocational-technical education and
libraries, total cancellation of work
study programs, and a $1 billion
reduction in Pell giants.
Brown said ASBSU intends to
challenge the U of [ and ISU in the
petition drive. The student govern-
ment at the U of [ was receptive to
ASBSU's initial approach concerning
the petitions and challenge, accor-
In response to the Reagan ad-
ministration's proposed federal
education funding cuts of $5.5
b:llion. a group of ASBSU senators
is circulating petitions around cam-
pus (0 show student opposition to the
nroposcd cuts, and urging students
to "Sign vour name for education."
:\SilstJ Sens. Rick Farnsworth,
Debbie Brown, Darla Scrivner and
Boise State University
Second Annual
Student Organization and,
Hall of Fame
Recognition Dinner
2 Free dinners to each recognized
ASBSU Club and Organization
6:00 p.m.
, April 21, J987
StudentUnion Ballroom
For' More information call 385-1242
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Artist, follows Christo's lead Article finds answers
to teacher shortageby John SowellThe University News
An ,art student got an early
start on Christmas April 16, as he
wrapped BSU's -bronco statue
with bright orange plastic.
Actually, it was not practice for
Yuletide; it was project for a
senior ."art seminar course.
Greg Schlanger was responsible .
for the afternoon confusion out-
. side the Business Building, as he
and two helpers draped the plastic
over the school's bronze mascot.
The covering was secured with
blue cord" - .
"I don't expect people to
understand it," Schlanger said
after completing the project.
"Whether this is art or not, I
don't know. It's a happening."
While the project was going on;
several students passing by asked
what the group was doing, others
simply smiled and shook their
heads as they passed by.
t heir heads as they passed by.
Before leading the class from
the art domain in the Liberal Arts'
Building to the statue, Schlanger
gave a slide presentation on
modernistic artist Christo, who
inspired the bronco project.
Bulgarian-born Christo was
responsible for The Running
Fence, a 24-and-a-half-mile pro-
-jccr in Petaluma, Calif. The fence
stood 18 feet high, and wove
Ihrough the countryside, It would
have been straight, bUI permission
10 erect the project was denied by
several landowners along the way.
Schlanger said those objecting
could not understand the reason
for draping plastic along the area's
barren stretches of land.
An anticipated teacher shortage
in Idaho could help provide poten-
tial job opportunities for the
numerous displaced workers within
the state, according to an article in
the winter, 1987 edition of "Idaho's
Economy," a journal published by
BSU's College of Business,
The article, "Idaho's Teacher
Shortage-Threat and Opportunity,"
cites a study which predicts a serious
shortage of teachers, defined as 36 to
60 percent, in the state by 1990,
However, authors Gundars E:
Kaupins and William A. Wines, both'
business college professors; believe
the number of displaced workers in-
terested in entering the teaching field
could help offset that shortage.
"Idaho has had adisproportionate-
ly ,high percentage of dislocated
workers, especially in the agricul-
tural, wood products and mining in-
dustries," the article said.
"Obviously, not all displaced
farmers, lumber mill workers, and '.
miners would be interested or
qualified to study for a career in
teaching. But those who arc in-
terested and qualified could make a
substantial difference in the quality
of teaching delivered to Idaho
students during the next few years."
Kaupins and Wines said, while
Idaho's relatively low salaries for
teachers do not provide a strong in-
centive for displaced workers to
retrain, some of them undoubtedly
will sec education as a chance
. to remain in Idaho where their family
tics arc strong.
1\1'0 reasons for the expected
teacher shortage, Kaupins and Wines
wrote, is because of low salaries and
a growing demand for instructors in
other western states.
The article says many of the top
college students have abandoned the
notion of teaching for better-paying
vocations. Furthermore, neighboring
states offer better salaries. "This year,
the average Idaho teacher will be paid
$6,000 less than his/her counterpart
in Washington state, more than
$5,000 per year less thari his/her
counterpart in Oregon; and almost
$8,000 less than his/her counterpart
in Wyoming," the article said.
Kaupins, an assistant professor of
management, and Wines, an
associate professor of legal environ-
ment who specializes in business
ethics and employment law,also
wrote that the shortage of teachers
is a threat to Idaho in terms of its
competitiveness with other states for
attracting out-of-state business.
"High tech and other companies
which require an educated 1V0rkforce
are attracted 10 states which have a
strong teacher 1V0rk force and quali-
t-v education institutions," thcv
\~TOte. "Out-of-slate cailOlu:lles 1'0-1'
iohs in Idaho have been reluctant to
relocate because of concerns about
the cducarional opportunities for
their children;
"Many of thc current arguments
against increased spending for
teachers in the Slate of Idaho have
focused on costs of education rather
than seeing education as an invest-
ment in a hcalt hv ..tate econ-
omy ... Greater spending 011 teachers
may indeed be a way, to increase
growth of jobs and income in the
state. "
John Sowell I University News
Greg Schlanger wraps the mascot
in plastic as part of his project.
All wrapped up:
SPB and KF95
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gremacto& B~Hollywoodnevcr~emsto ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~give him the chance to be anyone different. ~
The only thing non-interchangeable between
the last several characters he's played in films
are their names. It's really a waste.
Helen Hunt plays Terry well and Sadler is
appropriately sweaty and puff-faced as the
semi-slimy scientist.
Project X is ratedPG and is a child-safe
film that plays on our love of animals, our
feelings of closeness to chimps, our need to
root for the underdog and our general
distrust of military science projects. Despite
the stereotypes and once-used plot, Project
X is entertaining and mildly thought-
provoking-but especially entertaining.
It's playing at the Overland theaters.
THE FILMS
'Project X' entertaining
h~' Edith Decker
The University News
Pinter's plays
to be staged
Tho one-act plays' by 20th
century English dramatist Harold
Pinter will be performed on April
25 at 8:15 p.m. on Stage II of the
Morrison Center.
Both plays, The Lover and
Old Times, explore the
changing relationships be-
tween husbands and
, wives and follow Pinter's
absurdist view, known for a
delicate balance of humor
and tension
The plays arc free 19 the
public,
Students sh
The annual student art shov
the BSU Gallery of Art andtl
Arts Building.
The free exhibit includes al
painting, drawing, photograph-
The work of graduate student
will be exhibited in the galler
floor of the Liberal Arts Build
work will be shown on the
building,
There will be a reception
day of the opening, from 7-
James Dean
Rebel
II' you liked Wargames with Matthew
Broderick-and I did (riot loved, mind you,
.but liked)-youwill like Project X with,
ycssiree Bob, Matthew Broderick,
And if you thought the- Wargames people
made a computer seem human and emo-
tional, wait'll you see what they do with the
dozen or so chimpanzees in Project X.
It's the same basic idea: Basically-innocent
good guy finds out the 'U.S. government is
screwing somebody or something over and
he-with the help of the inevitable understan-
ding young wornan-c-sets all right, after
several set-backs of varying emotional
relativity. "So," you ask, "what arc the par-
, ticulars in this case?"
Well, Broderick (FerrisBueller's Day Off)
'plays a probationed airman, Jerry Garrett.
He is reduced to a flight experiment with the
stereotypical unfeeling scientist, Dr. Carroll
(Bill Sadler). Here's where the chimps come
in. They arc the guinea pigs (if you'll excuse
the mixed metaphor) in experiments testing
how long human pilots can fly after they've
becn.-well, nuked. Yeah, that's it. Nuked.
Broderick grows a special attachment to a
particularly brightlitlle fellow named Virgil,
who has been trained to speak in sign
language by the inevitable understanding
young woman, Terry. When Broderick is pro-
moted and entrusted with the unhappy news
concerning Virgil's ruture-or lack of it-
with tlie experiments, he contacts Terry. If I
told you any more, you wouldn't want to go
see it for yourself. And I think you-should
go-especially after perusing the competi-
tion: another round of Police Academy, and
the inevitable bunch of "nuke 'em" films
(Death Before Dishonor, anything with Clint
Eastwood, etc.)
Broderick is his usual sell' in this. He is a
Rebel Without a Cause, showing on April 22
at 3:30 p.m. in the SUB Boisean Lounge, is
the film that led to the posthumous cult of
James Dean by epitomizing the mis-
understood and rebellious spirit or
spirit of the '50s. The film
vividly creates the image of
a discontented, restless
teenager caught in a web
of violence and
alienation.'
James Dean,
Natalie Wood,
Dennis Hopper
and Sal Mineo
. star. Admis-
sion is free.
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Good story and great jazz
hy .1. Pillman
The Unlversity News
and good?); every time Dale gets drunk and
is hospitalized, it's Francis who hunts him
down and rescues him. It's also through the
II' you love jazz, you'll enjoy 'Round Mid- great love or his friend that Dale reforms
night for the music alone if nothing else, but himself.
there is' more to this film than the music. There arc some dramatic scenes in the film,
'Round Midnight is the story or Dale interspersed with great mellow jazz. Much of
Turner. an alia sax player who (according to the film is devoted to the music, which stops
the story) revolutionized jazz back in the '50s. the story so we can just listen.
The story lakes place, mostly in Paris, in To make this visually interesting, the
1959. and is based on the life of Bud Powell, cameras follow the listeners-some bored,
- the great bebop pianist. Turner is played by some talking and some, like Francis,totally
Dexter Gordon, a ncar-legend or jazz in his lost and in awe or the music.
own right. The result, for me, was the feeling that I
The film opens with Dale leaving New was really there. I could almost smell the
York City for Paris. In Paris, he plays a gig smoke, taste the booze and feel the damp
at the Blue Note bar. Because Dale has a Paris air.
drinking problem, he's not even paid direct- There were a few drawbacks to the film ..
Iy. but through a female friend he calls But- One was that Dexter Gordon has a very slur-
rercup (Sandra Reaves-Phillips), red manner of speaking and it took me. about
She pays his bills and so forth, since Dale' 20 minutes or so to get into his speech pat-
can't be trusted not to drink the money away. tern enough to understand him. I also felt this
Outside in the pouring rain sits Francis film was about 30 minutes too long. And if
Borier, played by Francois Cluzet, too poor you're not into jazz at all, you 'Ii probably
10 pay his way inside and yet avidly listening really rind the picture slow.
through a window to his idol, Dale, The director has several longpassagesor
The IWOmeet eventually and become close nothing but Dexter Gordon playing sax with
friends. Make no mistake about it, this pic- virtually little else happening, but I felt the
ture is very down-beat, and you can easily plot was a strong enough clement -of the pic-
guess the eventual outcome for thc ill-rated ture that you would keep waiting to see what
musician. eventually happens to Dale and Fran'cis ..
The scene where Dale and Francis meet 'Round Midnight is playing at Overland
sets this up pretty clearly, as we see Francis Park and is rated R, though I'm not sure why.
telling Dale how he has idolized him since The score was by Herbie Hancock and took
beror~ the war, and Dale's response is to ask this year's Oscar.
Francis to buy him a drink ..
The story follows Dale and Francis
through good and bad (or should 'I say bad
, Concert, Kool and the Gang, Pavilion, 8
p.m., $15, , FRIDAY
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THURSDAY Faculty Artist. Series, Concert, EdmundWinston, clarinet; John Baldwin, marimba,
Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.rn., $2-4,
free to BSU students, faculty and staff.
World's Lar~st Yard Sale, Bronco Stadium
Parking Lot, 10 a,m.~7 p.m., free.
Las. Da)' to make class changes or regisler
by petition for second eight-week block of
classes.
MONDAY TUESDAY
Concert, Kier, SUB Ballroom, 8 p.m., $2-3,
Panel Lecture and Discussion, Racial In"
tolerance in Idaho, St. Paul's Student Center,
7:30-9 p.m., rree.
Lec-,ure and Poetl)' Reading, Gwendolyn
Brooks, YWCA Auditorium, 11:45 a.m., $10.,
Lecture, Wayne Milquist on "River Otter and
Mink: Sharing Space," SUB Nez Perce
,Room, 7:30 p.m., rree. '
,Senior Recilal, pianist Hoily Holverson,
Morriso~ Center Recital Hall,8 p,m., rree.
SI'B Film. The 511'iIllIllCI; SPEC, 7 p.m.,
~1·2,5(l. "
\l1uual Student Art Show Opening, through
\lay 5, I ibcrul .-\rts Building, BSU Gallery
,'I' ,\1'1'. l) a.tll.·5 p.m .. tree,
\utilllll' I'nhlishlng Exhihit, through April
2~. fiN f1"M Education Building. rree.
IIl·tllingl\a~ \ll'nlllnthilia Exhibit. first noor
"I' t,h,' IlSI' I ibrary and first 1100r or the
I "'nlin~\"I\ C,'nrc'r. Ihfllugh :\Iay I. I'ree.
Senior Recital, Debby Geer, soprano, Kristy
Larson, Marc Murphy and Brigette Reed,
oboe class, Morrison Center Recital.Hall, 8
p.m., free.' .
WEDNESDAY
Leelure' and P~etry Reading, Gwendolyn
Brooks, SUB Lookout Room, 8 p.m., free.
SP8 Film, Rebel Witholll a Cal/se, SUB Boi,
sean Lounge, 3:30 p.m., rree ..
Concert, Treasure Valley Concert Band,
SPEC, 8 p.m., $2-4, rree 10 BSU student,
facul:y' and starr.
Brooks to read THE GALLERIES
Nudes appear in exhibitPulitzer Prize-winning poet Gwendolyn Brookswill read and discuss her work on April 22 inthe 'SUB Lookout Room at 8 p.m, She also will
be the featured speaker at the annual YWCA
, luncheon on April 23 at 11:45 in the "Y"
auditorium.
Brooks, poet laureate of illinois and poetry
consultant to the Library of Congress, is a
distinguished professor of the arts at City Col-
lege of New York and has been awarded over 40
honorary doctoral degrees. She also has receiv-
ed two Guggenheim fellowships and has publish-
ed two dozen books.
Her visit to Boise is part of the year long series
0.1' programs "Images of Women: Fiction and
Poetry, Theater and Film."
. The April 22 lecture is free and open to the public,
and the cost of the YWCA luncheon is $10. For
reservations, call 343-3688.
how stuff
how will open April 20 at
dthroughout the Liberal
s all art forms-sculpture,
,phy, ceramics and more,
lents and upper classmen
llery, located on the first
uilding. All other student
he 'second floor of the
on for the artists on the
I 7-9 p.m, in the Gallery.
\f~:
/."., ..'.. , ,.".,
~,esents classics.
li~r soprano Lesley Bean and senior
lI1e David Prince will present selec-
from classical and 20th century
osers on April·25, at 4 p.rn, in the
ison Center.
III'S program will include works by
cl, Schubert, Mozart and Strauss, as
s a scene from Menotti's opera The
111/.
ice will sing selections by Torelli,
ra and Schumann, along with
, Copland's "Selected Old American
" .
recital is' free to the public.
K· I· E· R
by Mary Collins
The University News
The key word to "describe Dreams and
Nightmares, the exhibit of Deb Bogie and
Paris Almond's work now on display in the
Boisean Lounge, is diversity. Technically,
stylistically and emotionally, this show runs
the gamut. One strong common element
binds the work of these artists, however: the
nude.
On some level, the work of these artists
may be characterized as feminist. While some
of Almond's work is aggressive or "mili-
tant'<-nn adjective often associated with
feminist ideals-it is primarily a body of
work painted of women, ·by women.
Nudes appear in classical representations,
reclining or seated, but in Almond's hands,
the human form becomes an expressive tool.
Bogie's nudes act as stylistic elements in her
work, curvilinear and flowing, while Almond
uses the nude to express themes of angry
eroticism.
Bogie's recurrent use ~f the crouched, fetal
nude, facing away from the viewer, follows
tried-and-true traditions of depicting the
nude as a mysterious, estheticaly beautiful
form. This image appears in her alabaster
'sculpture, Narcissus, and is echoed in the
painted works which flank it.
The flowing, swirling, fluid line of the
nude is emphasized by the Art Nouveau-
flavored treatment it receives in Dream I and
II. Images of Matisse surface in several of
Bogie's works: Absolution, Take Comfort
and Still Life. Repetitive floral and design
motifs appear in' flattened, wallpaper-like
regions throughout her work. This element
is combined with a strongly emotive and ex-
pressive figure in Daydream.
by C.D. Hunter
The University News
The Domino Effect is 'Zerra One's
American debut album. Even. though they
have touredwith such musicians as U2, Big
Country and Peter Gabriel, they need to learn
to use their own sound.
This English trio-whose members are
Paul Bell, keyboard and vocals; Anto Dren-
nan, guitars; and Eame Doyle, bass-needs
some more experience when it comes to
.rccording an album.
For example, their first track on side one
has beautiful lyrics (which have a message),
but.they massacre it'with overbearing music.
"Rescue Me"sounds like the vocalist has a
thing for Billy Idol.
The title track also has beautiful lyrics, but,
again, they slaughter it with bland music.
Finally, something a little bit better; "I
'Know, I Feel, I Stand," has good sound,
along with an audacious mix, which enables
Bogie's work, as a whole, is fluid, biomor-
phic, sensual and colorful-the stuff of
dreams.
Almond represents the' "nightmare" por-
tion of the exhibit. Most pieces are not real-
ly frightening, but display emotion and
eroticism which give intensity to her work.
Her series of untilled nudes are statements
about her mastery of the-human form, with
distortions which address the erotic element
of the nude. The rebellious, defiant render-
ing of these nudes, which appears to be anti-
erotic, actually heightens the sexual
magnetism of the work.
Woman With Horse is a piece which truly
recalls nightmares. It may remind you of a
dream in which you are pursued, but find
your feet are made of lead.
Triumph of Patriarchy,a woodblock print,
combines the emotive technique of the Ger-
man Expressionists with the feminist
nightmare of male domination.
One of Almond's photographic works,
Double Nude 32, is an incredible overlay of
male and female forms. It is difficult to
discern where one form begins and the other
ends-arms become legs and feet become
faces.
Cartoon and No Comment, a drawing and
painting, respectively, are two works which
should be of particular interest to students.
These pieces reflect Almond's frustration
over the removalof two pieces of her work
from the SUB last year after they were deem-
ed offensive by the university administration.
Dreams and Nightmares is esthetically
sound, intellectual and emotionally moving.
The exhibit runs through May 2.
THE·TUNES
Zerra One's debut is zero
World's Largest Yard Sale, Bronco Stadium
Parking Lot, 10 a,m.:6 p.m., free.
Film Classic, Stone Boy, KTRV-12, 2 p.rn,
SUNDAY
President's Concert, .music of the Great
American West, Morrison Center, 4 p.m.,
$2-4, free to all area students.
SP.Il Film, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,
.SPEC, 7 p.m., $1-2.50. -
Idaho Theater for Youth, The Princess and
the Pea,2p.in., The VelveteenRabbit, 4 p.m.,
Reading Center, 5th' floor Education
Building, $5 plus tax.
Morrison Center Livel Treasure Valley Wind
Ensetilble,KBSU 91.3 FM. 6 p.m.
Singer, songwriter, guitarist and keyboardist Kier will per-
form at BSU in the SUB Ballroom on April 23 at 8 p.m,
Kier, an excellent showman,
gave up a voice scholarship and
a career in classical music in
order to bring his music to others.
He plays original music as
well as songs by Jackson
Browne, the BeatIes,
Bruce Springsteen and
Neil Young, and he
has the ability to com-
bine popular music
with intelligence and
a sense of humor.
Admission to the
concert is $2·3.
the listener to hear the lyrics.
"Hands Up," another quality production,
has mediocre vocals, which I could hear, but
the guitar gets the lion's share of the credit
in making this tunc acceptable.
In the first track on side two, "Forever and
Ever," the vocalist sounds like Idol again,
and the music repeats itself too much
In "Cry Fo~ You," the drumsare in the
spotlight and sound outstanding, but the
vocals do not carry through, even with the
lyrics at an excellent standing.
''All Forgiven" has a different sound, but
is down-sided by the vocals. .
"Guardian Angel" proves that what goes
up must come down. They arc back to being
a little abnormal and destroy another set of
good lyrics. ..'
The album, as a whole, is a .little below
average.
, "
.,'
SATURDAY
Two One-Act Plays by Pinter, The Lover and
Old 'Times, Morrison Center Stage II, 8:15
p.m., free.
Concert, Leon Russell and Edgar Winter,
Mardi Gras; 9 p.rn., $12.50.
Senior Recital, Leslie Bean, soprano and
Dave Prince, baritone, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 4 p.rn., free.
Dance Performance, "Dance Into Spring,"
Boise Public Library, 2 p.rn., free.
Concert, Boise Philharmonic with Madeleine
HSlI, pianist, Morrison Center, 8 p.m.,
S7:S()·IG.
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Get· ready, commencement is nearing
. reads your name and you, in your
best posture and somber face, saunter
across the front of the stage toward
a wearied President Keiser. Not want-
ing to screw up the shake-right-grab-
,left system, you have had your right
hand-outstretched since you passed
your card to the dean. You manage
the elusive degree-bestowing system
and walk back to your seat, follow-
ing the sucker in front of you.
Now all you have to do is wait
around for everybody else-those
high fallutin' master's canclidates last,
with their blue lind orange hoods and
all-and follow the program.
When it's all over, all those VIPs,
VPs and Governor types file out, the
150 or so faculty types file out and
then you begin phase two of the
follow-the-leader game and file out.
Finally, no one is left but Mom, Dad,
Joey, Gertrude and Otis-and other
people's families,about whom you
don't care.
Out in the open air again, you
search for your family and engage in
the mandatory picture-taking game.
- After this ridiculous escapade in
which you are lined up with various
members of your family while Dad
snaps inscessantly on his new Nikon,
you loose yourself from your nice,
cool robe and mortarboard, discon-
nect your tassel so that you can place
it on your rearview mirror, cram said
garments into the box from whence
they came and trudge to 'the Nez
Perce Room, where they will be taken
off your still-sweaty hands.
Gertrude and Otis talk you into
going by the reception in the
Ballroom. Well, you're in the SUB
anyway, so why not? As soon as
possible, you slink away from your
parents and join your friends in Julia
Davis Park for the beginnings of an.
evening you'll never forget and a
night you'll never remember. 'L. ~ __ ...;.~ ....I. Such is 'the graduate'relay.
deal of shuffling, you hand your All you have left to do is wait until
sweat-soaked name card to the dean, June 24 to pick up your real live
who smiles kindly while holding the diploma, find a job and OPen,
card by about two millimeters of graduation presents.
paper in the upper right corner. He
h~' Edith Decker
The University News
ome of you
graduates-to-
be may ,be
wondering,
now that
you've order-
ed your robes
and puzzled
over what
color tassel to procure; what you're
going to be in for.
What is this graduation stuff
anyway? And how do I avoid mak-
ing a fool of myself while I'm doing
it?
Well, you and about 499 other peo-
pic will be playing the commence-
ment game. (About 900 are playing
the graduation garne.) Although the
chances of some screw-up being
obvious-with that many people
around who are dressed like you-
arc small, you probably should have
an idea of what is going to happen
to you once you put that robe on and
head across the soccer field for the
Recreational Gym in the Pavilion.
It\ tile big day, May 17. It's I p.m.
and you have put on your robe and
mortarboard (which you procured at
the Nez Perce Room May 14, or was
it May 15?). After some indecision
about which side your tassel should
dangle on, you decide to let it hang
down the middle. (It should flop,
wi t h dignity, on the right,
incidentally)
You get to the Pavilion, find the
gym and lots and lots of chairs arc
there, They arc in rows. People are
hovering by the walls, apparently in-'
tcrcstcd in lists of names placed
thereon, You decide to hover along.
After hovering around enough lists
Col' names. you discover your very
cwn-e-on a list at the end of a row
down which you traipse in search of
your seat, It occurs to you-after you
<hnvc read every list except two-that
everyone around you is in your col-
lege. "Whoa," you say in astonish-
mcnt, "This makes sense."
On your seat you have found a
bona fide name card; ceremony pro-
gram and photo card.A kindwoman
who has obviously seen too many of
t"p-: commencement things instructs
you to fill out the photo card and to
hold on to the name card come swea-
ty palms or earthquakes. She does
this while swishing your tassel onto
the right side of your funny hat and
further inspecting your
appearance-assuming; no doubt,
that you probably put your robe on
backwards. At least you got that
right,
At this point, a silence descends
upon the room-after about 20
minutes-as you and your fellow
cornmcncementees notice someone is
trying to shout instructions to you.
Needing all the help you can get, you
listen as she gives some general
marching instructions: men, take
your funny hats off for the National
Anthem and invocation; only bac-
calaureate candidates can swoop
their tassels to the left after they have
their hands on their degrees; don't
leave valuables in the gym, they won't
be there when you all get back-we're
going home to make dinner, after all;
and such other pearls of wisdom as
come to her. '
Now comes the largest game of
follow-the-leader in which you have
ever partaken. The two marshals-
fellow students who have been
chosen for their follow-the-leader
ability, their GPAs and other
attributes-lead the crowd, row by
row, into the main Pavilion where
Mom, Dad, Joey and Aunt Gertrude
and Uncle Otis are cheering with gay
abandon. (If you get out of order at
this point, despair. There is no hope.
The rest of the exercises will be con-
fused and Mom, Dad, Joey, Gertrude
and Otis will be ashamed of you for
the rest of your natural life.) -
One bunch at a time (the bunches
being in the following order: Vo-Iech,
College of Arts and Sciences, School
of Social Science and Public Affairs,
College of Business, College of
Education, College of Health
Not enough babies to meet adoption demand
h~ Donna Glenn Pfeiffer
The Univcrsitv Neil'S
Jeannie Swenson's office walls are
lined with photographs of happy
couples .bcaming at their newly
adopted children. '
'S\\'cl1Son is a social worker with the
Idaho Youth Ranch Adoption Scr-
, \ ices. a non-profit, licensed adoption
a~ency- organized in 1983, after the
Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare cut back its adoption staff',
Swenson, who at.that time work-
c'd tor Health and Welfare, said she
helped organize the new agency to
make ccrtain thnt placement services
would continue t'or children who
were available for adoption.
"Idaho Youth Ranch was ~ery hap-
py to take on the adoption services,"
she said.
In the past four years, 64 infants,
two older children and 10 foreign
children have found homes through
Idaho Youth-Ranch services, but the
list of prospective parents far exceeds
the number of children available for
adoption, Swenson said.
"We keep a waiting list of 25 to 30
couples with horne studies already
done and 60 couples, waiting for
studies," she said; "The people wait,
usually, two to two-and-a-half years
from the time they contact us;"
The long wait, according to Swen-
./"'~":"".,.ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
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Sciences and Graduate College)
everyone stands up, follows the mar-
shal, and lines up to be handed his
certificate or degree.
It's your turn and, after a good
son, is because proscctivc parents
want newborns, and there are not
enough babies to meet the demand.
She said an increase in abortions,
coupled with the decision by many
birth mothers to keep their babies,
has severely reduced the number of
available newborns.
But the agency does not lack for
work; all prospective parents are in-
vestigated to determine if they meet
qualifications which include Idaho
residency, a criminal record check,
verifiable income, married for at least
three years, and a good health record.
"We place a lot of emphasis on
'Why do you want to have
children?' .. Swenson said.
Adoptive parents undergo a
preliminary home visit and at least
two visits following the child's place-
ment. In addition, the parents are
contacted by telephone at least once
a month, between home visits, before
the child legally becomesa member
of the family.
"There's a lot of contact with
adoptive parents," Swenson said,
adding that state law requires the
agency to be absolutely certain the
new family is adjusting well to its new
situation before the adoption is
finalized.
Idaho requires a six-month guar-
dianship period before adoptions
processed through a public agency
like Idaho Youth, Ranch become
legal, she said.
A birth mother cannot have con-
tact with her child once she signs the
consent form, but her parental rights
are not terminated until she signs a
consent to terminate her rights and'
to adoption.
Until that time, she has the right
to have her, child returned to her,
Swenson said. '
The birth mother is also allowed
to decide whowill adopt her child;
and if the birth father is named: he
may also exercise his rights in the
decision-making process, she said.
The birth mother also is allowed
rive parents from reading personal
summaries and make choices about
the religion, race, special interests and
educational level of. the adoptive
parents. -e
Swenson said that, out of 19 infant -
placements in 1986, 16 birth mothers
and adoptive parents have exchang-
ed letters and pictures, but said the
agency does not allow birth parents
to visit or contact their children once
t hey are placed.
, "We, just haven't tried that and
don't really want to, .. ' she said,
Swenson said the agency
discourages placement through a
private individual because agency
personnel believe that such place-
ment will, not guarantee the child will
See Adoption, page 11.
FEATU'RES 1 1
Festival offers global fare
by Kathleen Cressler It may sound like an educated eater's ..'. Norwani said the festival is held toThe University News heaven, but' it was a BSU event. "promote understanding of inter-
The, 10th Annual International cultural relationships between BSU
Food, Song and Dance Festival, students, foreign students and the
sponsored by the International community."
Students' Association, was held April In addition tel the selection of
II, in the SUB. ethnic cuisine, entertainment from
ISA Secretary Norlia Mat- around the world was featured.
The first event was a "parade' of
countries," which has become a
.festival tradition' and in which
student ISA members give greetings
in the languages of their native
countries.
Countries as diverse as Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Vietnam, Den-
mark, Spain, El Salvador, Cuba, the
United ArabRepublic, Iraq, Turkey
and Ethiopia were represented in the
parade.
Elham Golfam, ISA's president,
performed an Iranian dance reserv-
ed for special occasions, such as wed-
dings and parties.
A Malaysian dance, giving tribute
to the lifestyles of Malaysian men
and women and their attitudes
toward each other, was also among
the dances performed.
A Chinese opera telling the story
of a prince and princess who are torn
apart by politics, run away, marry
and, eventually, kill themselves was
one of the vocal musical features.
Arlene. Murrell, who has been with
ISA since the first festival 10 years
ago, sang a contemporary Filipino
song.
About 50 people fewer than last
year's 500 were expected to attend
this year, but Mat-Norwani said the
festival was "very successful."
An Iranian dish with ingredients
including yogurt, cucumbers and
raisins, Malyasian salad and Chinese,
Mexican, American and Filipino
food were all served in the same place.
Annual event:
CHARLESTON, W. VA. (CPS)-In
perhaps the most dramatic effort to
resolve budget crises afflicting public
campuses in more than half the
states, the West Virginia Board of
Regents two weeks ago proposed
temporarily shutting down 16 orits
state campuses to save money.
The unprecedented shutdown, if
approved, would shorten spring term
by a week, eliminate the first of two
summer sessions and ,leave 8,300
campus employees statewide without
pay for five days.
Other states have cut the number
of course sections offered, laid off
administrators, limited enrollments,
Adoption-
Cont. from page 10.
be placed in a home chosen epsccially
for him, and docs not always provide ,
the adoptive parents with a child who
is right for them.
Idaho Youth Ranch provides pro-
spcctivc parents with the birth.
parents' family health history, as well
as physical descriptions, education,
interests and nationality, so that
when the child is older he will be able
to learn more about his background.
Swenson said children need 10
know and understand where they
come from.
In addition, an adoption registry
has been established, through thc
Bureau of Vital Statistics, which
allows birth parents and adoptccs
over 18 years old to locate each other-
if both the adoptee and the birth
mother are registered.
Every effort is made to make cer-
tain that birth parents" rights are pro,
tectcd before they plan adoption, and
once the adoption is legal, the adop-
tive parents and their children are
protected so they can establish and
maintain their family relationship,
Swenson said.
"The bottom line is what's best for
the child," Swenson said, bUJ added
that the agency wants the birth
mother to feel comfortable about the
adoptive parents.
Editor's note; This is the-third arti-
clein a four-parI series on family'
planning.
John Sowell I Un/versify News
Mary Fong performs part of a
Chinese opera as part of the festival.
dropped athletic programs and even
proposed closing single campuses to
save money this year.
This is the first instance, however,
of a proposal to close an entire
educational system.
West Virginia's regents proposed
thc shutdown on April 7 in response
. to Gov. ArchMoore's order that all
state agcncies-including colleges
and univcrsitics-reduce their spen-
ding by 20 percent through June 30.
"People can argue about the way
the proposed cuts were made," Jim
Schneider, the board's finance direc-
tor said. "But the regents listened to
the presidents from all 16 colleges,
and developed the plan they thought
was best."
Moore said he would never ap-
prove such a plan. "The governor let
it be known this response was not ac-
ceptable, and sent the regents back
to the drawing board,'.' John Price,
Moore's press secretary, said.
The board will meet again in May
to discuss an alternative plan, which
could include using interest income
from campus investments to offset
thc shortage.
Moore's response, however, came
after many students and faculty-
reacting to an Associated Press story
thru the shutdown was already
ed events, it doesn't mean people
should avoid open events, because
Greeks are active on campus,"
Larsen said.
Sigma Phi Epsilon will host a
bar hop, April 22, starting at
7 p.rn., when a bus will be loading
in front of the SUR On April 23,
Lambda Delta Sigma and Sigma
Gamma Chi will host a Greek
softball game in the soccer field
north of the SUB.
The crowning event of the
week, April 24's Toga Party, will
be held at the Kappa Sigma house
from 7-1I p.m. It also is an open
event, and Larsen said anyone of
drinking age with the $2 cover
charge, and wearing a toga, is
welcome.
"We plan to have a good hun-
dred people there, at least. It's
always one of the biggest parties
on campus, '.' he said.
Greek Week concludes April
25, when Tau Kappa Epsilon
hosts a canoe race in the
- Park Center Pond behind Red
Robin restaurant, from noon-2
p.m,
Larsen said he encouraged non-
Greeks to become involved with
the fraternal and Hellenic
organizations. "Basically, we're a
fun' group,' he said.
Greeks let loose
durin.g week of fun
in our department," WVA associate
math professor Betty Miller said.
"Do you think they are going to want
to take a job in a system as unstable'
as this one?"
Even after hearing about the
governor's response, an ad-
ministrative aide at West Virginia
Northern Community College
reported the school will delay
publicizing its spring term. "But
we're making no plans to close ear-
ly," she added.
While some education officials
See Cuts, page 12.
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STUDENT UNION
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
by Valerie Mead
The University News
A week of the spring semester
has been set aside for student
awareness of the fraternal and
Hellenic organizations as well as
generally silly fun. Greek Week
at BSU began April 18.
Kicked off by the Sigma Phi
Epsilon Founder's Day Banquet,
the week continues with a "Greek
Olympics" on April 20 at the
Alpha Chi Omega house. The
games, usually consisting, of a
series of crazy relays, are closed
to non-Greek competitors, accor-
ding to Sigma Phi Epsilon .Vice
President Dave Larsen, bu t
students are invited to watch the
fun.
On April 21, Alpha Omicron Pi
and Gamma Phi 'Beta are spon-
soring a scavenger hunt, which is
open to the public. Larsen said in-
terestcd treasure hunters should
meet in the SUB at 4:30 p.m., and
the hunt will be held on campus
until 5:30 p.m. ,
Later that day, Brass Lamp Piz-
za on Vista Avenue will play host
to a Greek Pageant sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi and Gamma
Phi Beta, another closed event.
"Even though we do have clos-
WeslVirginia proposes schoolcloeures
approved-already had panicked.
"This affects lots of students who
wanted to stay on this summer or
who needed the first summer session
to graduate," Chuck Scatterdray, a
West Virginia University sophomore,
said before hearing the proposal was
not final. -
"There's lots of concern and
disorientation among students. I'm
_worried about the school's credibili-
ty, accreditation, and teacher and stu-
dent recruitment," he said. "Lots of
students have already told me they're
, considering applying to other univcr-
sities out of state."
"We've been trying to hire people
STUDENT
UNION
BUILDING
Now accepting applications for
Student Employment Positions
1987-88· Academic Year
National Student E~chang~ Student Coordinator
Student Activities ProgramAssistant (2)
Student Activities Office Assistant (proposed)
Outdoor Rental Supervisor
Outdoor Rental Center Attendants
Operations Office Assistance (2,
Marketing Supervisor (proposed)
Marketing Graphic Artist
pick up and return applications to Union Station
.Position descriptions on display at Union Station
Deadline For ApplicationsrWednesday, April 29th
."~="""""''''''''''''''''''''''-------_'''....._--------------------.;.....-----,-,----,---,--------~.,
Night Managers
Union Station Attendants
Junior Maintenance Craftsmen
Recreation Center Attendants
Recreation Center Junior Assistant
Recreation Center Maintenance Assistance
Campus Satellite Network Coordinator
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Student meets Oontras in effort to understand
,:'\ 1
Wall of words:
hy Steve F. Lyon
The University Neil'S
The Contras arc fighting a just war
tor freed om against the Sandinista
regime in Nicaragua. according to
political science student Steve Major,
who toured Honduras in an effort to
find out firsthand what the U.S.
guvcrumcnt is doing in Central
·\mcrica.
~Iajor recently returned from
Honduras after meeting with
members of the United Nicaraguan
Opposition in Miami and in Central
.-\merica.
"I wanted to know firsthand what
Ihe hell is going on down there. I
didn't likewhat I was hearing on the
news-c-it was all against the Con-
11"1'." \Iaj('f snid.
8SU student Steve Major stands
alongside a wall displaying anti-
Contra and anti-America messages.
Major went with four members
from the Center for the Study of
Market Alternatives, a Caldwell
organization, which Major said js a
"conservative think tank." The tour
included visits to a refugee camp, a
clinic and various Contra offices in
Honduras.
Major said that, of all the people
he talked to, Nicaraguan refugees and
Honduran civilians, there was not
one person who supported the San-
dinistas. Some Honduran civilians
said they supported the Contra move-
ment but did not necessarily want
them in their country .
"Overall, the Honduran people arc
scared of the Sandinistas. They don't
trust them. They don't like com-
munism, and they don't like what
they (the Sandanistas) are doing to
Cant. from page 11.
Cuts--~------
said Moore's budget-cutting orders
were hardly surprising in the face of
West Virginia's depressed coal-based
economy, others said they felt
betrayed.
Moore earlier had proclaimed 1987
thc "Year of Education," promising
huge funding increases for primary
and secondary schools and state-
supported colleges.
So the cut "provoked lots of
gallows humor," according to C.T.
Mitchell, Marshall University's diree- .
WI' of university relations.
"The indicators for some time have
pointed, to the state economy enter-
ing a critical period, so-the order to
cut was really no great surprise. But
in the lunch room today, I was hear-
ingcomments like, 'We voted for
vloore and we're getting less,' .. Mit-
chcl I said.
"It's inaccurate to say- they were
just 'firing for effect,''' he said.
PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is on excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
_ starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vocation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact on
Air Force recruiter. Find out'what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call .
(509) 334 - 050'5
collect
their people," Major said.
Although he was notable to meet
with any Sandinista officials at the
Nicaraguan embassy in Tegucigalpa,
the capital of Honduras, he did talk
with over 100 people, he said.
Major said he tried to get into the
Nicaraguan embassy, but was told he
would have to make a donation,
equivalent to $200, before. he would
be admitted.
"We met one.guy who hated
Reagan and hated everything. He
supported the Contras, but he hated
Ronald Reagan because he said
Reagan is making Central America
into nothing but a big armory," Ma-
. jor said.
Major said the American people
are not getting the whole story from
the media about why the Contras arc
waging a hit-and-run war.
Major said, of the Contras, "One
of their biggest motivators to fight to
frec their country is their religion.
They, are predominantly Catholic
down there, and they're very
religious. "
"If you ask them what they arc go-
ing to do if the U.S. doesn't give them
any aid, are they going to quit? And
they say 'with God's help we will
win,' .. Major added.
In Danli Refugee Camp, about five
kilometers from the Nicaraguan
border, approximately 5,000
Nicaraguan refugees live, Major said.
He said he talked with many to get
their side of what is happening in
Nicaragua right now. .
"I asked them, 'Why did you leave
the country?' They said because
when the Sandinistas came into
power, they put ultimate control on
everything-controlled everybody's
life. The universities and all the in-
structors were replaced by Cuban in-
structors who preached nothing but
Marxist ideology," Major said.
"They were told to join the San-
dinista party and they would have
everything that life could offer, and,
i I' they didn't join the Sandinista par-
ty, they would have nothing. They
would lose all rights as a citizen, such
as a free education andmedical care.
Also, the Sandinistas started drafting
everybody into the military from age
140n up, and a lot of people didn't
want to go into the army," he said.
In addition to meeting a Contra
field commander, who, Major said,
was a former Nicaraguan doctor, he
met members of the Nicaraguan
Democratic Youth, a Tegucigalpa-
based. political movement trying to
generate support for the Contras,
Major said, right before the group
arrived in Honduras, the Contras had
moved back into Nicaragua.
"You can't infiltrate 20,000 soldiers
into a country no bigger than Oregon
i I' everybody in there hates them.
How are you going to hide. 20,000
soldiers? You can't do it," he said.
"From what I've seen, viva Con-
tras.I'd support them in a minute,"
Major said.
ESiAMOS EN LA UNIDAD
NICARAGUENSE
OPOSITORA
PORQUE ES EL CAM INO
PARAENCONTRAR
LAPAZ
Y LA DEMOCRACIA
EN NICARAGUA
LOS. COMBATIENTES
DE LA LIBERTAD
• Northern Montana College
plans to drop 22 "low quality,
low demand" degree programs
and 12 administrators to meet
state budget proposals. The
state board of regents said
another plan to convert three
state colleges into two-year in-
stitutions would save $6
million a year.
• Alaska's. state university system
president, Patrick O'Rourke,
wants to merge that state's
community colleges with
universities to help save money.
• University of Wisconsin
regents fear the system will be
forced to make massive enroll-
ment cuts unless state
lawmakers appropriate an ad-
ditional $72 million to UW
system coffers.
• Arizona's three state univer-.
Cycling Apparel
Sale
'I I, _' . J., -"'.
. . Or
, ~ ~ .'. '!:';
OIVUlGACION Y PRENSA
DE LA UNlOAD
NICARAGUENSE OPOSITORA
IUNOI
Literature distributed by the United Nicaraguan Opposltion.
ADOLFO CALERO
ALFONSO ROBElO
ARTURO CRUZ
NOS GARANTIZAN LA
PAZ Y lA OEMOCRACIA
EN NICARAGUA
sities will cut the number of
classes offered in fall 1988 to
meet a 6 percent state budget
cut.
• University of Nebraska of-
ficials fear a $1.5 million
budget cut could force them to
fire tenured faculty members.
• Missouri's Lincoln University
abolished 10 administrative
positions to help cover a $1.2
million deficit from last fiscal
year.
• South Dakota public colleges
and universities will trim costs
$850,000 by cutting spending
for equipment and travel, and
by not filling vacant job
positions.
• Louisiana regents agreed to .
meet state budget shortfalls bv
cutting 218 degree program's
from state institutions.
Other states cutting costs
(CPS)-The proposal to close
West Virginia's 16 public cam-
puses for a week to save money is
probably the most dramatic
evidence of the drastic financial
condition of public campuses in
more than half the states, but it
.is not an isolated incident' of
desperation.
Among some of the more re-
cent examples of the budget crises
that have afflicted public colleges
and universities during this school
year:
• In Texas, state legislators want
to slash funding. for higher
education to help erase a
budget deficit. Texas educators
are asking them to restore fun-
ding at least to 1985 levels,
warning state campuses will
suffer a "slow and painful
demise" if they don't.
"We're talking about cutting ten-and-
a-half million dollars out of two
months. It was an honest effort." -
"If the governor issued an order
today to cut that much from next
year's budget, there would be time to
work out a different plan," he said.
But despite reaction to the admit-
tedly drastic measure, Schneider said,
the early closures would have little ef-
fect on higher education.
"The shortened semester wouldn't
hurt anyone much," he said. "And
the first summer semester doesn't
start until mid-June anyway, so it
could only have been a matter of
delaying it for two weeks until a new
budget was approved."
"We anticipated tremendous reac-
tion to the proposal, but we're wor-
ried about the national headlines it's
provoked. When people all over the
country read we're closing down our
schools it indicates a huge problem.
It's never been done anywhere before,
and I'm sure we won't suggest it
again," he said.~;:::==::=::::::===::==.I .• 1LI1I....1LI:==:1n ....... nl_ nII
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Broncos wint5events in weekend meet
by Christopher Walton
Tile University News
Neeley in 1:00.2, while Nicole Terra
placed fifth in 1:01.6.
Danny Sheets set a new BSU
record in the decathlon competition,
which features 10 separate' events:
Sheets' score of 7,259 broke the old
record of 7,238, set by Dave Tomlin-
son in 1985.
Second in the decathlon went to
Shawn Scholl of ISU with 7,166, and
third went to ISU's Mats Bertilsson
with 6,172.
Lawrence \Von the triple jump
competition at 51.3, followed by Tony
Bailey, competing unattached, at
49-11 and Willie Sehimmels of
Spokane Community College at
47-5 V2.
Bill Brown scored a victory in the
1I0-meter hurdles in 14.0, followed by
Kelly Davis of Montana State
University in .14.2, Darin Jernigan of
ISU in 14.4, Dave Chowen of WSC
in 14.6, Byron Canty of BSU in 14.9
anJ Jay Burke of CSI in 15.1.
Carmel Major finished first in the
hcptathlon, which features seven
events. Her score of 5,042 placed her
over Tawny Arnds of MSU (4,974),
Teri Okelberry of WSC (4,721), Tarn-
mi Lcsh of U of I (4,594) and Cathy
Buhler of the University of Portland
(4,298).
Senior Macie Miller scored both a
first-place and a second-place finish.
In the long jump, Miller defeated
ISU's Marci Payne 19-8V4 to 19-4,
while in the triple jump, Payne
defeated Miller 38-IOV, to 38-8.
Both the women's 400- and
1,600-meter relay teams placed first,
with a BSU team also placing third
in the 4OD .•The main BSU team won
the race in 47.3, followed by Ricks in
50.3, the BSU gymnasts in 52.8 and
CSI in 53.4.
In the 1,600, BSU placed first in
3:57.1, followed by U of I in 4:02.8,
Ricks in 4:06.5, CSI in 4:16.2,
Spokane in 4:16.4 and Gonzaga
University in 4:27.0.
Everton Wanliss, running unat-
tached, placed first 'in the men's
100-meter dash in 10.3, followed by
BSU's Carl Dale in 10.4, Idaho's
Chris Stokes in 10.5, MSU's Jim
the Bronco track and field team
fought off near-freezing weather and
opponents from 15 other schools,
ApriL!8, towinl5 individual events
at the Bob Gibb Track and Fieid
. Classic.
'The annual event, held in Bronco
Stadium, featured double BSU .vic-
tories b)' Steve Muse, Troy Kemp,
Sabrina Johnson and Nancy Kuiper.
Muse won the shot put competi-
tion with a toss of 54-5 and placed
first. in the discus throw at 187-6.
BSU teammate Ted Lindsley
finished second in the shot put at 52
feet, and placed fourth in the discus
at 167-1.
Kemp leaped 23-4 V, in the long
jump and went on to take first place
ill the high jump at 7-2.
Kemp was expected to have a
tough bat lie front defending national
junior college high Jump champion
Joey Johnson of CSI, tile brother of
Boston Celtic Dennis Johnson.
Johnson said he felt his perfor-
mance was affected by the cold
weather; as he managed only 6-6.
BSU's Wendell Lawrence placed
fourth in the long jump at 22-1 V"
while Matt Owen placed fourth in the
high jump at6-8.
Johnson's double victories came in
the women's' 100 and 200-meter
dashes. She placed over teammates
Donna Swindell (l2.2) and Carla
Boyd (l3.7) in the 100 at 11.8, then
placed over Julie McConnell (24.6)
and Swindell (25.7) with a time of
24.2 in the 200.
Kuiper threw the discus 150-8,
placing over Tracy Crawford of Ricks
College (148-8), Micky Hill of ISU
(139.7) and Shawna Turner of Weber
Stale College (l31.1).
She then won the shot put over
Crawford and Hill at 43-7.
McConnell, who' finished second
toJohnson in the 200, also finished
Second in the 400-meter run to Lucky
Ikoh of WSc. Ikoh finished in 58.6,
while McConnell placed in 59.6.
Third place went to BSU's Stacia
Heaveho:
• Brian Beck~r I Un/rers/ty News
Ted Linsley throws for second place in the_
Bob Gibb Track and Field Classic,
On your mark:
Waite in 10.7, and the unattached
Peter Reid in 10.8.
WSC's Gerald Bean won the'
800-meterrun in 1:54.7, followed by
Pete Nunez of BSU in 1:55.1, Dave
Cook of ISU in 1:55.4, Mark Byrne
of ISU in 1:55.5 and Chris Dixon of
ISU in 1:56.2.
Karla Jacoby, daughter of BSU
men's track and field coach Ed
Jacoby, placed second in the
100-meter hurdles to Kathleen Bar-
bo of MSU. Barbo finished in 14.2,
while Jacoby finished in 14.4. Third
place went to Janet Otto of Spokane
in 15.2.
Kris Carey of Weber State placed
first in the men's 1O,000-meter run in
30:41.6, followed by Paul Rosser of
Ricks in 30:53.99, Reed Neumann,
running unattached, in 31:04.0, Tracy
Fifield of WSC in 31:21.3, .Chad
Jones of Utah in 31:22.3 and Chris
Middleton of BSU in 31:32.0.
Paul Barrett of Spokane won the
hammerthrow, which is not a usual
BSU track meet event, with a toss of
167.1. Second went to Scott Bickar of
Spokane in 162.7.
The women's 10,000 was topped by
Marian Teitsch, competing unattach-
ed, who lapped every other com-
pet itor on her way to a 36:03.6 finish.
Second went to Michelle Green' of
Weber State in 37:27.9, while her
sister, Mari Green, placed third in
38:11.1.
Rob Raymond of Spokane-finish-
cd first in the javelin throw at 223-9,
followed by Curt Ransford, who was
unattached; 222-10 and Brad Thomp-
son of BSU, at 212-8.
The steeplechase, which featured
many mid-race dropouts due to the
freezing wind, was won by Boyd
Prince of Utah State in 9:20.5,
followed by Darin Williams of Weber
State in 9:28.1, Jeff Magallanes of
BSU in third at 9:30.5 and Steve
Simpson of MSU in 9:32.1.
Dave Smith, another of the many
unattached runners, won the
1,5OD-meter regular run in 4:04.9,
'placing ahead of Lee Thompson of
Portland, who finished in 4:05.6. The
1,5OD-meter invitationalrun was won
by Richey Harris in 3:52.3, followed
by Shane Bilodeau of Ricks in 3:53.5,
Danny Holmes of BSU in 3:56.3,
Danny Stephens of BSU in 3:56.7,
Greg Hyde of WSC in 3:56.8 .and
Alan Parker of WSC in 4:00.9. .
Nick Curry of MSU placed first in
the pole, vault at 15-0, followed by
Dave Roderick of WSC at 14-6.
Han Goldwasser placed third in the
4OD-meter hurdles at 54.0, while Kurt
Trane of WSC placed first in the
event at 52.9. Second went to Dave
Chowen of WSC at 53.2.
Former BSU athlete Peter Reid,
who competed unattached, placed se-
condin the 2OD-meter dash in 21.7 to
Brian Becker I Unlrerslty News
Bill Brown, second from right, finishes first in the llO-meter high hurdles.
Aaron Victorian (WSC) in 21.6.
Third went to Don Patton of WSC,
in 21.9 ..
Tracy Harris, running unattached,
placed first in the 5,000-meter run in
14:55.4, followed by Paul Pilkington
ofSaucony in 14:59.5, John Liese of
the Pocatello Track Club in 15:09.2,
Reid Neumann, unattached, in 15:21
and Matt Rothermal of the Bobcat
Track 'Club in 15:22.6.
In .the 1,6OD-meter relay, BSU's
team placed third in 3:22.6. First
. place went to ISU.in 3:20.5, second
to Spokane in 3:20.6, fourth to Ricks
in 3:23, fifth to CSI in 3:23.7 and
sixth 10 Portland in 3:27.
Kelly Davis ,of WSC won the
women's 800 in 2:22.~, followed by
Sally Read of U of I in 2:23.4,
Theresa Zacher of MSU in 2:23.S,
Cara Schur of BSU in 2:25.9 and
Jamie Gonzales of ISU in 2:27.3.
Zacher finished first in the
1,5OD-meter run in 4:40.6, while
Marian Teitsch placed second.
In the cold-affected women's high
jump, Amber Welty of ISU placed
first at 5-6, followed by Carol Day
and Marlene Hadfield at 5-4.
Good
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A tookat new Iacesonthe football team
Head Football Coach Skip Hall
has announced that 24 high school
and junior college football players
have signed national letters of intent
to play football for the Broncos. "
Hall, who joined the BSU staff
after serving as the assistant head
football coach at the University of
Washington.. signed players from
eight different states and Provinces in
the United Stares and Canada.
The state of Washington provided
the most recruits for Hall and his new
coaching staff with seven. Idaho and
California followed, with each state
providing four new Bronco players.
Following is a brief profile 0)1 each
signee:
Offensive "
tackles.jhree quarterback sacks and
one interceptionthis past year. He
has also lettered in basketball at 'Iurn-
water High School. Koch has a 3.2
OPA.
Joe Murawa league's most valuable player. Hull
OGle, 6-1, 265, Los Angeles, Calif. earned 12 varsity letters at Vancouver
(Damien HSI.Mt. San Antonio JC) 'l-lighSl:hooI~themostbY one athlete
: inlhe'histotY'-of the school.
Murawa earned secondl~lIriiall~ ;, " ,,',',' " ,,'
league honors lasty~~tMolUliSan' ',.''.'' '., "" '<i,,:;j,,;,., "'.::
,Antonio J unior<:o~eg~,!\iP~lni~ri, ' •.'.,:,.) ,airrYS~~y~~~"'"'''",'.
High School • .Mul'l1\VuWtisan\aU'" Te,,6-q,2JO;¥at)'silJUe,-u'ash.~; . Darin Burchak
league selection 'two Year,s~He:a.ls(), ·',"':)(P!@~tCk-Fi$): ;'.'. 'QJilDB, 6-2, 185, Cle Elum, Wash.
~~~~~dA1J!t;4~i~i11:~g~b~g~ Stayn~;iS_a~~~y.~ar'letl~i~an in , This past season, Burchak passed
.and 'was seleetedtheteam;s' most, football at p,ilchuch High'School,-forovetd,500 yards and 13
v~l1uab!e»lay~!:,___ '" '- .eainilJ.&aU~ieag4ehoIl6I'ss.hissel1ior touchdowns. at Cle Elum High
',.,sea~~n~~laYingrunning'~ackinhighSchool. 'He wilSs~lected all-league at
.' ". . , z » ~choQI;Staynor rUShecl,fQ.r760yards, quartcrbl\ckanC! defensive back. He
'flobert)IUiler ' .. ',/ " .' "lasts'eason \Yi.th'his best ianiecom" earned all-state honors as a defensive
,O(JIDr.-6-8,~55, N<JVato,Calir.irigagl,tinstCa~cadellighSchool, backand\vas selected to play in the
'.' r . . wiihJ?5yards,'!ie wastheNlitional all-state game. Last year he placed
.•Miller was asecondJeairisdectic)n "Hallof>Fame'Backof Snohomish fourth in.the javelinwith a throw of
to-the A1I-MarinCoulltyAthleti9 •County !asfyear. $tayner has been a (18Heet Burchak has a 3.5 OPA and
..•.Leagtielastseason~ The tallest recruitt.-rnembcr .ofth'r National ".Honor '. is a member of the National Honor
for.the Broncos this season;Miller ,Society for.the past rhree years and ',Society.' .
plans tomajor itfbusiness" at.BSU. ..•...has a J,9S' OrA.i.
.. , ... ,. ,-', -' .. -,',,"
Greg Cooper' .. ..... ..
OLlDL, 6-'6,265. Fairbanks, Alaska ..MarC:eni<lng .•......•..•....••....•..•••.....
(West Valley HS)RB, '6iO,185./Vortl1l'Qle,4Iaskit
Cooper is a four-sport letterman
at West Valley High School in Fair-
banks, During his prep career he has
earned three varsity letters in football
and basketball, and one each in
wrestling and hockey. Cooper was
selected West Valley High School's
most valuable player in football last
scason. He earned first team all-
CC'nference and second (earn all-state
honors at defensive tackle his senior
season. Cooper placed fifth at the
state wrestling tournament last year
in the heavyweight division.
Dave Glacommazzo
OT/Dr, 6-4, 260. Toronto. Onto
(Wesion Collegiate Institute)
Oiacommazzo led his high school
team. Weston College Institute, to the
Toronto playoffs this past year.
Giacommazzo was also selected to
the Toronto All-Star team this past
year.
. Winky White
QBIDBIWR, 6-0.178, Denver, Colo.
(Mall/bello HS)
.. ;TreV(1rSt~wartso~
"RB, 6-{ 218, Toro'Mo.
f;Westoh C()lIegiateInstitute)
, kiI;gha.s'car~~dan~stat~'h()n()rs ... _.White is a great all-arouTid athlete
the past twq-seasons.oll,offenseiind, . " StewartsonwaS ·"seleetedlo '.tlre> w~ocan playatlJ;lany differenCposi-
defensc"Asa junior, King earned TorontoAI17Starteam this past Jail, \ tions. White Ivas' selectedall:city in
honors at defensive back and wide andhehelped,'WestonCollegiate'In- fod~ball and basketball and will play
receiver,whllhis'senior honotsCorl1- stitllteto theTorol1toPlayo{fs last in the all-state football game 'this
ing at defensive back andrunniTig season. summer. A teammate on ano\her
back. King was selected the Offensive Bronco signee, Louis Ray, White is
Player of the Year.inthe R!l!lbelt ' " p~side'nt of the student !Jody, at
Conference, Jaslseason. He averaged Greg,Alexander 'MOTi!belldt!igh School. White plillls
7.5 yards p~r carry last season while OT, 6-3;258,'Boisl!' ' , to majorin'accounting andifinartce
scoring 13 touchdowns. (Boise H§J -at BSU. '. '.
Bart Hull
RBILB. 6-0, 215, Vancol/ver, B.G.
(Vancouver HS)
Alexander was selected to the first
team All-Metro and first team AII-
Southern Idaho teams last season as
an offensive tackle. He was also
selected to the all-state second learn
in 1986 at tackle. His GPA at Boise
HighSchool is 3.2.
Thc son of hockey great Bobby
Hull, Bart Hull gained 1,342 yards on
a 150 carries for a 9.0 yards-per-carry
average last year. He also scored 14
touchdowns last season. Hull played
three years at running back while also
playing linebacker his senior year.
Last year he made 83 tackles in 10
games. Hull was a first team all-star
last year at running back and
linebacker and was selected the
David Koch
OLIDL, ,6-6, 240, 1imlwater, Wash.
Koch was selected to play in the
All-State game in Washington this
past season. A first team all-league
selection in 1986, Koch made 57
~ ~ffi\~ G={] [P)ffi\[R1fW
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9:00pm-1:00am ~ Basque Center
Free with a BSU Meal Ticket; $2.00 with' a BSU ActiVity Card
Keith Morioka
RBIDB.5-1I, /60, Woodinl'ille, Wash.
Morioka rushed for 886 yards last
season for a 7.5 yards-per-carry
average while scoring 10 touchdowns.
His longest touchdown run was for
75 yards. He was an all-league selec-
tion in 1986 and also played in the
defensive secondary for Woodinville
High School. Morioka made two in-
terceptions and recove~ed one fum-
ble last fall.
Chris Goad
WR, 6-3. 185, Kent, i'Vash.
(Kentwood HS)
Goad was selected to the All-North
Puget Sound League first team this
past year, at wide receiver. He holds
all high school receiving records and
averaged 24.1 yards per reception last
season. Ooad has earned three var-
sity letters in foot!Jall and bas'eball.
Defensive
Eural Andrews
DB, 6-2,185. Po'rtland, Ore.
(Jefferson HS)
Andrews is a four-sport letterman
at Jefferson High School earning let-
t~rs in football, basketball, track and
baseball. This past season, he was a
third team all-state defensive back
and was selected to the Shrine AII-
Star team. Andrews also played on
offense as a running back rushing for
433 yards and scoring 68 points. He
also returned kickoffs for a 44.5
yards-per-return average.
Larry Hines .
LB, 6-4, 225, Aragon" Calif.
. (Sa!! Mateo JC)
Hines was rated by his junior col-
lege coach at San Mateo as the best
pure athlete he has coached in the
past 10 years. He played in only two
games last year before an injury
sidelined him for the remainder of
the season. As a,senior at Ar~on
High School, Hines was selected to
the first team of the All-Northern
California squad. Hines is a business
major.
Fred Douglas
LB, 6·1, 215, Ojai Calif.
(Nordoff HSIVentllra JC)
Douglas, played tight end,
linebacker and fullback at Ventura
Junior College last year and was
selected the team's most inspirational
player. He spent his first year of
junior college football playing at craft
Junior College where he was the star-
ting linebacker on the national cham-
pionship team.
Ryan Teel
DE, 6-4, 255, Idaho Falls
(Skyline HS)
Teel was a first team All-Gem Slate
Conference selection on offensive
and defense in 1986. He also earned
first team all-state honors as a tight
end and second team all-state honors
at defensive end. On offensive, 'Ieel
made 21 pass receptions for 319 yards
and three touchdowns. He also rush-
ed the ball four times for 81 yards.
Todd Gilkey
DE. _6-6,225. MOl/nt Vernon. Wash.
Oilkey has earned eight varsity let-
ters during his athletic career at
Mount Vernon High School. A
member of the National Honor
Society, Gilkey has a GPA of 3.4 and
plans to n\ajor in sports medicine at
BSU.
Rod Johnson
DB, 6·4. 206, Meridian
Johnson was a first team all-metro,
all-Southern Idaho and all-state free
safety the past two seasons. Johnson,
who also played split end at Meridian
High School, intercepted seven passes
last fall. A iwo-year starter, Johnson
was a member of the Meridian High
School state championship team in
1986. His OPA is 3.4 and he plans to
major in business at BSU.
Tim Langhans
DB, 5-11, 196, Aberdeen. Hirsh.
An all-state selection as defensive
back in 1986" Langhans made 84
tackles and five interceptions, two of
which he returned for touchdowns,
last year. Langhans also rushed for
794 yards his senior seasQn at Aber-
deen High School and was an all-
conference selected the 'past two
years.
Shawn Anderson
NG, 6-0, 240. Meridian
Anderson was a member of Meri-
dian HighSchool's 1986 state cham-
pionship team. A first team all-state
selection, Anderson made 52
unassisted tackles in 1986. He also
made II quarterback sacks and
recovered two fumbles.
Scott Russell
LB/FB, 6-3, 215, Redmond, Wash.
Captain and most valuable player
of his high school team last year,
Russell led the squad in tackles three
straight years. He was - selected
All-King County and all-state at
linebacker his senior season . .A var-
sity letterman in four sports, Russell
is a member of the International
Sports Exchange and toured China
this past summer. .
louis Ray
DUOL, 6-3, 245, Denver, Colo.
(Montbello HS)
Ray started both as an offensive
and defensive tackle last season.- He
also kicked Moritbello High Scliool's
extra points, field goals, kiCkoffs and
punts.
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PUNTOONS py Dawn Davis
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by Bradford Veley
"May I be brutally honest for a moment?" .
15
THE LAST. LAUGH
Heavy rnetalrulesl
by Steve F. LYon
The University News
...."
I have come to the sad realization that there's no glamour in hacking out
news stories, nor is there any big bucks, so I have decided to put together
a band, because I figure that's the best way to get chicks, and everybody
thinks you're cool and you can ride around in limousines, plus you can be
a real obnoxious, self-infatuated, egotistical jerk and people will just shrug
and say "oh he's a rock' star."
Music is very important; it creates and defines a scene for real hip people
to get involved in and experiment with. Pretty soon there are places to hang
cut at and stand around and see and be seen-you know, the norm of de
rigeur:
I'm not going to let dumb things stand in the way either; like, I don't have
any instruments yet-that will come later-and I don't really know how to
play anything yet-that can come later, too. What I'm trying to do now is
get the most important thing done, finding a cool name for this yet-to-be-
assembled band. Outrageous and totally flip are the two most important con-
siderations when selecting a name-an image, really, that will be printed across
the front of millions and millions of T-shirts, not to mention lots of painter's
caps. I do have a couple in mind.
If you ask me, some heavy metal music on the airwaves could pass as de-
cent stuff, even though it's pretty much the same old thing-girls, cars and
Foster's Lager. If you want to do heavy metal, you need a rnacho.jrugged,
sort of phallic symbolism name that makes fourteen-year-old girls drool down
their training bras. But they'll be drooling anyway, when they see me on stage
in the super-tight spandex tights I ordered out of a heavy metal magazine.
Do you think it would be going to far if I stuffed a zucchini down the front
of them, just as a prop? Back to band names: I've been thinking about a few.
These are just some names I've been bouncing around. See how tncy grab
you. What about Rabid Rat Bastards, Siudgehammet; Blood 011 the Ax, Small
and His Hell, The Fifth Reich or Axlerod, I don't know; a couple of them
might not be all that appealing, I guess. .
The next step, after I call get everybody to agree on what we want to call
ourselves, is to get a tour van and hit the road.
Wauna be a roadie?
THE CROSSWORD
ACROSS 56 Paid not ices
57 Organo! sight
58 Remains
59 Asiatic ox
1 Chinese pagoda
4 Let in
9 Eggs
12 Everyone
13 Sounds a horn
14 Lair
15 Insect
16 Book of Old
Testament
17 One following
18 Small House
20 Yes; Sp.
21 Football score:
abbr.
23 Algonquian
Indian
24 Meal
28 Land measure
30 Generously
32 Word of sorrow
34 Once around
track
35 Tart
36 Finished
39 The self
40 Handles
41 Alcoholic
beverage
43 Steamship:
abbr.
44 Exists
45 Denude
47 Wolfhound
50 Footwear
51 Brown kiwi
54 Moccasin
55 Equals
DOWN
'1 Flap'
2 Sudsy brew
3 Fish sauce
4 Kettledrum
5 Homes
6 Earth's
satellte
7 Possessive
prounoun
8 Tensile
strength: abbr.
9 Poem
10 Irritate
11 Pismire
17 East Indian
palm: pI.
19 For Instance
20 Weight of India
21 Pamphlet
22 Sorrow
24 Collecllon
25 Century plant
26 Bullets
27 Beginners
29 Tille of respect
31 Cudgel
33 Country of .
Europe
37 Army officers:
abbr.
38 Imprisonment
42 Roman 1001
45 Home of N.V:
Mets
46Suppllc~te
47 Simian
48 Simple lyric
49 High card
50 Deposit
52 Room In harem
53 Inquire
55 Postscript:
abbr.
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16 CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED Childcare Placement Services, InC.
(CCPS) 739 Rimview Lane, Twin
Falls, Idaho 83301, (208) 733-7790.
1979 CHEVETrE only 31,000 miles.
4 Dr. standard, $1,500, or best offer.
Includes 4 studded snow tires. Call
344·1292.
AIRLINE TICKET TO DENVER,
Colorado-e-fly on Monday, May 18,
1987. A great buy at $60. Call Betty
at 385-1979 days, 362·4505 evenings
and weekends.
MEXICO WAS GREAT, but it's even
better to see everybody back here in
Boise. Except Steve. Cary D.
PERSONAL
ACERS! Hey it's me againll Just
when you thought you were safe,
too!! So hey-where's the beer? Ah,
I know-that's too cool for school]!
Ha! See ya! K.M.C.
"HEY BUDDY-There's a lot of
good time with you here buddy! I'll
be thinking of you ... Hooooooves."
EXCITING BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Entertainment!
Live for one year in the Boston area
with a carefully screened family as a
live-in Nanny. Good salary, vacation.
Nanny Network. Call (617) 794·2035
or write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.
Waming:The editorial staff of The
University News does not investigate
till! claims of any business or entity
advertising in the classified section. '
We make no claims as to the
legitimacy, accuracy or legality of
these advertisements, and suggest
readers carefully investigate any in-
vestment or employ/ilent opportunity
before making a commitment.
SUMMER JOB-Sales. Great Life
Corp. is offering a summer job in
direct selling for college students.
Earn $8-$IO,ooo/commissions and
relocate to N. California. _EX-
CELLENT EXPERIENCE! Call
Richard 362-5206. MISCELLANEOUS JETPACKS-Hope the week goes
well: -I can't wait to hear you pIay.KK
SUMMER 'EMPLOYMENT: Col-
orado mountain resort employer, in
Estes Park. is seeking applicants for:
Retail Sales, Food Service, and
miscellaneous jobs. Openings from
Muy' through September. For infor-
mation, write: National Park Village
North, clo March Schifferns, 740
, Oxford Lane, Fort Collins, Colo.
~0525.
WHAT AN OPPORTUNITY ... Be-
ing a Nanny for a one year period in
the New England area ..Private room,
airfare, excellent salary and benefits.
Attend school.in the area. Call N.E.
Nanny Connection for application.
(617) 352-7653.
. ARRESTED-INJURED-SUED.
For reasonable attorney's fees call
344-1066 or 465-0803. Full service
law office. ~UNIVERSITY NEWS
ADOPTION: Loving couple unable
to have children would like to adopt
newborn. Contact Shelly. Call collect
(208) 356-3633 from 9:00 a.m.-5:30
p.m,
is accepting applications for 'the position of
BusinesslVlanager
for the 1987·88 school year;
FOR SALE
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Now hiring.
Summer. Careers. Excellent pay and
world travel. For. information, call
(206) 736-0775, Ext. 123A.
EARLY CHILDHOOD MAJORS-
Be your own boss. Small day-care for
sale. Fully enrolled. Only one child
in diapers. Licensed. Capital High-
H.P. area. Applicants should be at least a junior In the School of
Business and have kn()wledge in bookkeeping, accounts
'receivable and budget-statements.
'HAPPILY MARRIED COUPLE
eager to adopt infant. Will provide
loving, stable home. Contact our
agent at (208) 664·1561.
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
:-lANNY? Are you a loving, nurtur-
ing, person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely, subur-
ban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent
salaries, benefits, your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip transportation is
provided. One year committment
necessary, 'Call or write: Mrs. Pack,
HELPLine-People helping peo-
ple-ext. 3469, 10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m,
M·E
FOR SALE: 1986 Mazda 626 DL,
5-speed, loaded. Buy or assume lease.
345-4801 evenings. Training starts May 1, 1987. This is a paid position and
offers great experience. Drop by our offices for anappllca-
tion and interview appointment.
SALES-ORIENTED STUDENT in-
terested in selling athletic foot
powder and other potato-based pro-
ducts. Call 144-8563.
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN buy jeeps
for $44 through the U.S. govern-
ment? Get the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142, ~xt. 9445-A.
This is the onlypressure y~u'n feel
at the free lie31th.~creemngs.
Experience Mexico
This Summer
Travel and Earn Credits
o Morelia Mexico June 22·July 17 ,
Intensive Spanish Language, Teacher
Education, Anthropology, History
.. Mexican Culture July 14·August 2
Whirlwind visit to Mexico •..see all
Major archeological sites, Mexico
City, Oaxaca, Cancun
Information: BSU Summer Sessions
Library Bldng., Room 247 385-3295
~ Si~n up for Armv ROTC Basic
Camp, \()tlll ~et six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills as well as your
hodv, \()lI'1I also ge~ almost $700.
But hurrv.This summer mav be
your last chance to graduate from
colle~e with a degree and an officers-
commission. Ik all vou can be. '
Sec vnur Professor of l\ lilitarv
Sci~·Ill·~ for details, .
Local health fairs take al1 the pressure out of a medical check-up,
At these free s~reenings, s\?eciall.y-trained health professionals will take your
bloo~ pressure, height and weight, listen to your heart, examine your vision and
hearing and perform ot~er special screenings. All for no charge. . ,
These same professto~ can also refer you to local health resources if needed,
and counsel you on p~e~t1Ve health care and follow-up action. . -
The local health fair listed below is part of a statewide program being coordi-
nated by the Department of Health-Related Professions at Idaho State University.
Basic c~~ts are being underwritten by a grant from the Mountain Bell Foundation.
. So tf you haven't had a check-up lately, feel free to stop in. The only time anyone
Will put the squeeze on you is when they take your blood pressure. -
@~I
B01SE STATE U~lVERSITY AR}~ ROTC
385-3500
Boise Sta.te University, Human Performance and Wellness Center (old gymnasium) in
BOIse on Saturday, May 2, and Sunday, May 3, from 8:00 a.rn. to 4:00 p.m. .
,-IDAHO·
HEALTH FAIRS
ARt\. \Y RESERVEOFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
e 1987Mounuln Bell
